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Abstract
Hydrogen technologies are rapidly receiving increased attention as it offers a
renewable energy alternative to the current petroleum-based fuel infrastructure,
considering that continued large-scale use of such fossil fuels will lead to
disastrous impacts on our environment. The proton exchange membrane fuel
cell should play a significant role in a hydrogen economy since it enables
convenient and direct conversion of hydrogen into electricity, thus allowing the
use of hydrogen in applications particularly suited for the transportation
industry. To fully realize this, multiple engineering challenges as well as
development of advanced nanomaterials must however be addressed.
In this thesis, we present discoveries of new innovative nanomaterials
for proton exchange membrane fuel cells by targeting the entire membrane
electrode assembly. Conceptually, we first propose new fabrication techniques
of gas diffusion electrodes based on helical carbon nanofibers, where an
enhanced three-phase boundary was noted in particular for hierarchical
structures. The cathode catalyst, responsible for facilitating the sluggish oxygen
reduction reaction, was further improved by the synthesis of platinum-based
nanoparticles with an incorporated secondary metal (iron, yttrium and cobalt).
Here, both solvothermal and high-temperature microwave syntheses were
employed. Catalytic activities were improved compared to pure platinum and
could be attributed to favorably shifted oxygen adsorption energies as a result of
successful incorporation of the non-precious metal. As best exemplified by
platinum-iron nanoparticles, the oxygen reduction reaction was highly sensitive
to both metal composition and the type of crystal structure. Finally, a proton
exchange membrane based on fluorine and sulfonic acid functionalized
graphene oxide was prepared and tested in hydrogen fuel cell conditions,
showing improvements such as lowered hydrogen permeation and better
structural stability. Consequently, we have demonstrated that there is room for
improvement of multiple components, suggesting that more powerful fuel cells
can likely be anticipated in the future.

Sammanfattning
Vätgastekniker får idag snabbt ökande uppmärksamhet eftersom de erbjuder ett
förnybart alternativ till den nuvarande petroleumbaserade bränsleinfrastrukturen, med tanke på att fortsatt storskalig användning av sådana fossila
bränslen kommer att leda till katastrofala effekter på vår miljö.
Polymerelektrolytbränslecellen kan komma att spela en betydande roll i en
vätgasekonomi, eftersom det möjliggör en bekväm och direkt omvandling av
vätgas till elektricitet, vilket möjliggör användningen av vätgas i applikationer
som är särskilt lämpade för transportbranschen. För att fullt ut realisera detta
måste flera tekniska utmaningar såväl som utveckling av avancerade
nanomaterial adresseras.
I denna avhandling presenterar vi upptäckter av nya innovativa
nanomaterial för polymerelektrolytbränsleceller genom att studera både
membran och elektroder. Konceptuellt föreslår vi först nya tillverkningstekniker
för gasdiffusions-elektroder baserade på spiralformade kolnanofibrer, där en
förbättrad trefasgräns noterades speciellt för hierarkiska strukturer.
Katodkatalysatorn, som är ansvarig för att underlätta den utmanande
syrgasreduktionen, förbättrades ytterligare genom syntes av platinabaserade
nanopartiklar med en inkorporerad sekundär metall (järn, yttrium och kobolt).
Här användes såväl solvotermiska som mikrovågsbaserade syntesmetoder i hög
temperatur. katalytiska aktiviteter förbättrades jämfört med ren platina vilket
kan tillskrivas till fördelaktigt förskjuten syrgasadsorptionsenergi som ett
resultat av framgångsrikt inkorporerande av icke-ädelmetallen. Bäst
exemplifierat av platina-järn nanopartiklar, visar vi att syrgasreduktionsreaktionen är mycket känslig för både metallkomposition och typen av
kristallstruktur. Slutligen framställdes ett protonledande membran baserat på
fluor- och sulfonsyrafunktionaliserad grafenoxid som därefter testades i
vätgasbränslecellsmiljö, vilket visade förbättringar såsom sänkt vätgaspermeation och förbättrad strukturell stabilitet. Därmed har vi visat att det finns
utrymme för förbättring av ett flertal komponenter, vilket tyder på att mer
kraftfulla bränsleceller sannolikt kan förväntas i framtiden.
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Introduction

Introduction

As our societies grow and develop, we become increasingly dependent
on fresh solutions to our energy needs, thus new technological advances
in production, storage and utilization of energy are highly valued
innovations. Hydrogen (H2), the most abundant element in the universe
and tenth most abundant element within the earth´s crust1, is a promising
ideal energy carrier to potentially supply power to almost all devices that
benefit from fuel-based energy supply. Ever since J. O. Bockris, among
others, introduced the term “hydrogen economy” in 19722, the scientific
community has been particularly motivated to find solutions to the
various challenges to make this a reality. Here, the ambitious vision
assigned hydrogen as the main character wherein it was proposed as a
medium of which an entire infrastructure was built around, including
sustainable production via electrolysis, H2 pipelines and fuel cells
wherever conversion into electricity is needed. Furthermore, H2 was
envisioned to power vehicles such as cars, trucks and even aircrafts with
only water as a by-product. The sustainable use of H2 is all possible
owing to the great abundance of both water and sunlight; meaning all
necessary ingredients are available to us. Hence, technological solutions
to H2 (i) production, (ii) storage and (iii) utilization is necessary.
However, in addition to major engineering challenges, the advanced
materials required in order to fully exploit the benefits of H2 need
continuous improvement.
Recently, concerns over global warming and polluted air in larger
highly-populated cities have further motivated research of more
sustainable energy alternatives, making the proposed H2 fuel cycle an
even more attractive option. H2 can be utilized in many ways including
combustion3, reformation into desired hydrocarbon compounds4-5 or
transformed into electricity electrochemically. The latter mechanism is
how the proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) operates, which
are considered in vast amount of literature to be a highly promising and
convenient route to electrify vehicles6-8. Being a compact device (stack)
able to operate at low temperatures for as long as H2 is supplied, the
PEMFC also show promise as an uninterruptible power supply (UPS)
unit9-10. In addition, portable versions of PEMFCs have been proposed
1
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for laptop and cellphone applications, capable of being fueled with
formic acid11-12 or methanol13 and even ethanol14. PEM systems that are
based on similar cell designs as the fuel cell can even be used as an
electrolyzer15. Advances in one such research area also often benefit the
other areas to some extent.
This thesis is based on Ph.D. studies surrounding advanced
nanomaterials for PEMFCs, which include a collection of several
components that have very specific requirements on its materials (see
figure 1.1). In essence, the PEMFC consist of a membrane electrode
assembly (MEA), which is an electrochemical cell that enables
exploitation of the reaction between H2 and O2; where the H2 is oxidized
and the O2 is reduced into H2O. Broadly, the device capable of realizing
this requires a proton conducting membrane coated with catalysts on both
sides as well as diffusion media that in turn is electrically connected to
current collectors with fuel flow fields.
Alternative MEA fabrication procedures are proposed in contrast
to conventional methods. The carbon paper (CP) based gas diffusion
layer (GDL) was used as a substrate for direct painting of helical carbon
nanofibers (HCNFs) and an organometallic palladium precursor blend.
Upon annealing, a catalyst layer is formed and the electrode was tested as
an anode for direct formic acid fuel cells (DFAFCs). The HCNFs were
also directly grown by chemical vapor deposition on the GDL and tested
as a cathode in a low-temperature H2/O2 cell. The advantages of HCNFs
in a hierarchical configuration are highlighted.
The oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is the rate limiting reaction
in PEMFCs involving several reaction intermediates with sluggish
kinetics and thus plagues the MEA cathodes with large amounts of costly
and scarce platinum16-17. This issue is addressed by the synthesis of
efficient Pt-based catalysts capable of facilitating the ORR with higher
specific and mass activities than pure Pt. Solvothermal coreduction of
organometallic precursors, producing a disordered face-centered cubic
(fcc) phase of FePt, are evaluated. Attention was then shifted toward
microwave based synthesis procedures of Pt-based catalysts. First, we
show that a challenging rare earth metal (Yttrium), with its high oxygen
affinity, could be incorporated into the Pt lattice via rapid microwave
assisted synthesis. We developed on this protocol further and found that a
2
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similar method proved suitable for manufacturing active Pt3Co
nanoparticles (NPs) as well as FePt NPs having an ordered face-centered
tetragonal phase (fct) with improved ORR kinetics.
The membrane is another key component functioning as a solid
electrolyte and separator of reactants. Here, a replacement of the
traditionally used polymer electrolyte (Nafion®) is attempted by
fabrication of membranes consisting exclusively of graphene oxide (GO).
Chemical modifications with both fluorine and sulfonic acid groups are
made and the impact of such functionalities on real fuel cell performance
is evaluated.
Within the thesis that follows, relevant background knowledge of
the key topics is provided with the aim of understanding the processes
and material requirements inside the PEMFC. A brief description of
nanomaterials, background of necessary electrochemistry and material
synthesis details can be found in the first few chapters. Thereafter
follows a chapter describing the main characterization methods
illustrating how they aid the understanding of PEMFC related materials.
Finally, the results are summarized with added remarks conveying an
important verdict; combined innovations may improve the MEA
performance on every front.

Figure 1.1. A summarizing scheme of the Ph.D. work illustrating new
innovative nanomaterials for membrane electrode assemblies.

3
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Nanomaterials for catalytic processes

While in pursuit of viable materials suitable for catalytic devices, it is
important to disclose which conditions and environments the catalytic
processes require. Although more details of catalysis will be discussed in
further depth in chapter 3, it is worth pointing out already now that the
PEM can be regarded an acid electrolyte and there may be a harsh
oxidative and reductive atmosphere occurring at the anode and cathode
respectively. These challenging conditions limit our selection scope of all
MEA components.
The ideal catalyst is a material
(surface or individual molecule) that
takes part in, and speeds up, a reaction
without being consumed itself; meaning
the degradation over a long period of
time is an important metric and must be
minimized to maintain its catalyst- Figure 2.1. Illustration of typical
status. A schematic image of typical high surface area carbon based
fuel cell electrocatalysts are shown in catalysts where various carbon
figure 2.1. A high surface area is structures are decorated with
achieved with a carbon support noble
metal
nanoparticles
decorated with noble metal based NPs yielding large precious metal
of sizes in the order of a few nm, which surface area.
constitute the active phase of the catalyst. The support and the supported
NPs should ideally work in synergy. As an example, a support capable of
preserving a homogeneously dispersed distribution of NPs under harsh
conditions will also preserve a high active surface area and ultimately
maintain long term stability. Supports and NPs may also, in certain cases,
interact favorably with each other in catalytic processes18-19.
2.2.

Carbon nanostructures

There are many nanostructures that consist exclusively of carbon, and
they tend to have a wide range of morphologies with vastly different
physical and chemical properties. Among the various allotropes of
carbon, some have shown to be suitable as electrode materials and
catalyst supports; particularly the structures with high conductivity,
5
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chemical inertness, surface area and appropriate surface chemistry
characteristics for firm NP anchorage20-24. Attributes such as the porosity
of the resulting catalyst film should also be considered to meet a
particular application, as the reactants need to reach the active phase
efficiently.
2.2.1.

Graphene and graphene oxide

The pristine graphene lattice consists of a single layer of sp2 hybridized
carbon atoms in a hexagonal configuration. These two-dimensional
atomically thin sheets are the thinnest known material and wasn´t
isolated and characterized until Novoselov et al. made a thorough
investigation of graphene derived from graphite that was exfoliated by a
scotch-tape method in 200425, for which he earned the Nobel prize in
physics year 2010.

Figure 2.2. Examples of graphene and chemically modified graphenes
including pristine graphene (a) and N-doped graphene (b) where the colored
atoms represents different types of possible N-functionalities (Reprinted with
permission from ref.26, Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society). A
simplified production route of reduced graphene oxide (c) (Adapted with
permission from ref.27, Springer Nature).

6
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The graphene honeycomb lattice is depicted in figure 2.2 a. In its
pristine form, graphene is highly thermodynamically stable as long as
sheet sizes are above approximately 20 nm28. The conjugated framework
results in high chemical inertness, mechanical strength and conductivity.
In fact, the unique electron density positions the fermi level such that it
becomes a zero bandgap semiconductor with metallic behavior. Owing to
the many potential applications for graphene, it is not surprising that
graphene and graphene derivatives have been extensively studied during
the past decade.
Anchoring nanoparticles does however require sites where some
level of disruption to the lattice has occurred. A common procedure to
enhance the NP supporting capabilities is to augment the lattice by
doping. As an example, nitrogen atoms embedded into the framework
will alter the local electron density and, depending on how and how the
N-atoms are arranged, give rise to excellent attachment sites (see figure
2.2 b)26, 29.
Another widely studied graphene-like support is one that is
derived directly from natural flake graphite (figure 2.2 c). The van der
Waal forces of the stacked graphene layers in graphite is first weakened
by harsh oxidation, which allows easier exfoliation resulting in fewlayered oxidized sheets of carbon30-32. This compound is known as
graphene oxide (GO) and can be reduced into reduced graphene oxide
(rGO) by thermal or chemical routes. Although this product yields more
defective sheets compared to many other graphene synthesis alternatives,
this method is much more industrially benign as it can produce large
quantities from cheap graphite. Another advantage of GO is that it is
easier to chemically modify owing to its ability to form stable colloidal
dispersions with surfaces rich of various O-groups available for
substitution reactions33. For these reasons, large scale production of Ndoped rGO (N-rGO) is possible.

7
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Carbon nanotubes, nanofibers and spherical
fullerenes

Additional carbon allotropes can be derived from the graphene lattice as
a basis. Figure 2.3 shows the general structure of carbon nanotubes
(CNT), nanofibers (CNF) and the C60 fullerene. CNTs can be considered
as a tubular structure of one or more rolled-up sheets of graphene
yielding a conjugated sp2 framework in the longitudinal direction. Such
structures may therefore constitute one or multiple walls (MWCNTS) in
a variety of different diameters and folding directions (chiralities), as
illustrated in figure 2.3 a-c. CNFs however are different in that they
typically make-up stacked planes that are either tilted or directly aligned
in the radial direction, making them behave more graphite-like. The
cable-like structures of both CNTs and CNFs have been widely regarded
as promising alternative fuel cell catalyst supports24, 34, and can even be
doped in a similar fashion as the above graphene examples in figure 2.2.

Figure 2.3. Simplified structures of carbon nanotubes, nanofibers and the C60
fullerene molecule (left). Different forms of CNTs (right) showcasing armchair
(a), Zigzag (b) and chiral (c) types.

The C60 molecule, also known as Buckminsterfullerene, is a
spherical football-like molecule made up of 60 C-atoms in a defined
structure of 12 pentagons and 20 hexagons. Common use-cases include
organic photovoltaic devices, medical applications and modifications into
metal-ligand complexes35-37.

8
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Carbon black

Most commercial carbon supported catalysts use a type of carbon known
as “carbon black”. One such common support, with the name “Vulcan®
XC 72R” by Cabot Corporation, can efficiently support and evenly
distribute NPs as shown in the transmission electron microscopy image
(TEM) in figure 2.4 a. The ease of dispersing this powder in a variety of
solvents, good conductivity, decent chemical inertness, ease of
functionalization and NP anchorage makes this support excellent for use
as reference material. Other examples include “Ketjen Black” and
“Acetylene Black” which have higher and lower surface area than
Vulcan XC-72R respectively38. All carbon blacks are usually
manufactured by pyrolyzing various hydrocarbons such as natural gas
and certain oil fractions39, carrying much similarities to the formation of
soot particles. Moreover, these structures can be treated further to prepare
effective activated carbons24.

Figure 2.4. TEM (a) and HRTEM (b) image of Vulcan XC 72R supporting Pt
based NPs. An early model of carbon black (c) (ref.40, Reprinted with
permission of the International Union of Crystallography), and a brief
illustration of a more recent model considering the formation mechanism of
soot particles (d)41.

The morphology of carbon black is better illustrated by high
resolution TEM (HRTEM) imaging, shown in figure 2.4 b, where the
typical clusters of carbonaceous spheres can be seen. Despite its
popularity, the precise structural model of these spheres is still not
9
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entirely clear21. From the presence of phase contrast in the HRTEM
image it can be assumed that they are not fully amorphous and contain
graphitic domains typically with an onion-like core structure. Figure 2.4
c and d shows an early40 (1968) and a more recent41 (2006) model of
carbon black (or soot) respectively, where both suggest layered onionstructures. The latter model is based on a structural formation mechanism
where the aromatic precursors for carbon black are similar to that of
fullerenes. Taking this into account, it is believed that whenever there is a
failure in closure into a sphere, a spiraling pattern is formed at the early
stages of growth. This tend to occur with continuous addition of smaller
carbon radicals interfering in the oligomerization process21.
2.2.4.

Glassy carbon

Glassy, or “vitreous”, carbon (GC) is another type of carbon widely used
in electrochemistry as an electrode material. Glassy carbon has similar
fracture behavior as glass and is produced by delicate pyrolysis of
polymeric precursors without any intermediate plastic phase
transformation in the process42. The resulting structure is a disordered
microcrystalline framework that does not undergo graphitic crystalline
transformation at high temperatures (above 3000 oC). Although the
structure of different glassy carbons are yet to be fully modelled, a likely
accurate model by Kawamura et al. adequately explain the inert
properties of GC (figure 2.5 a)43. Here, entangled ribbons of graphitic
sp2-hybridized domains makes up a material with high mechanical
strength. These glass-like structures can be polished into very smooth and
shiny surfaces with minimal defects and thus provides an excellent
substrate for electrochemical testing. Examples of commonly used such
electrodes are shown in figure 2.5 b.

10
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Figure 2.5. Glassy carbon structure as proposed by Kawamura et al. (a)
(Reprinted with permission from ref.42, Copyright 2016 Elsevier). Examples of
commonly used GC electrodes in electrochemical testing (b), including a
rotating ring disk electrode (left) and a rotating disk electrode (right), both with
geometric disk areas of ~0.2 cm2.

2.3.

Precious metal nanoparticles

As mentioned above, commercial fuel cell electrocatalysts contain
precious metals. Specifically platinum or palladium is commonly
required for continuously supporting catalytic reactions with minimal
degradation. The reactions, taking place at the NP surfaces, are highly
influenced by the types of facets exposed which are in turn determined
by the sizes and shapes of the NPs. As a result, vast amount of complex
shaped precious metal nanoparticles, with or without transition metal
alloying, has emerged in literature with comprehensive evaluations of
their catalytic properties44-45. Industrially benign synthesis techniques and
the use of chemicals that are not destructive to nature are also factors that
need to be taken into account for more rapid commercialization to take
place of such materials.
2.4.

Polymer electrolyte

One of the key unique features that distinguish PEMFCs from other
electrochemical cells is its electrolyte. Here the electrolyte is solid,
contrary to commonly used alkaline or acid solutions. Specifically, the
most common material used is a polymer first developed in the 1960s
known as “nafion®” by DuPont46. The structural model of nafion is
shown in figure 2.6 a, and belongs to a class of materials called
perfluorinated sulfonic acid (PFSA) consisting of a fluorinated carbon
backbone, similar to teflon, but with groups containing sulfonic acid at
11
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the very end of the CF chains. Once a resin of Nafion is cast into a
membrane, these end-groups tend to assemble into a channel structure
that is filled with water if the material is hydrated; enabling proton
conductivity. As such, nafion assumes peculiar properties best described
as a “nano-sponge” with a swelling behavior that significantly alters its
dimensions.

Figure 2.6. Model of nafion (a) explaining the proton transport
mechanism. At the nano-level, the polymeric structure is a sponge-like
material with pores rich of hydrophilic SO3- groups (Reprinted with
permission from ref. 47, Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International
License, Oriental Journal of Chemistry). As-received commercial nafion
membrane (N117) (b) and deformation as a result of hydration by a
water droplet (c).
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3. Understanding the PEMFC: electrochemistry
In both physics and chemistry, the broad field of electrochemistry is
valuable in a wide range of subfields. In essence, electrochemistry is the
study of the behavior of electrons in chemical reactions. Naturally, many
of the fundamental concepts and techniques described in
electrochemistry-related literature are therefore useful in the field of
heterogeneous catalysis and fuel cells.
From the point of view of a solid electrode immersed in a liquid
electrolyte, any electron transfer event taking place on the surface can be
measured as a current response with characteristic driving forces
(potentials). This enables the detection and quantification of both
reduction (addition of e-) and oxidation (removal of e-) reactions; so
called redox processes which thus constitute all reactions that alter the
oxidation states of participating reactants. Vast amount of literature
describing various concepts and techniques within electrochemistry in
detail is available48-50.
3.1.

Galvanic and electrolysis cells

If we first consider two electrodes
submerged in an aqueous electrolyte such
as in figure 3.1, any potential difference
induces an electric field causing positive
and negative ions in the solution to attract
toward respective electrode counterpart.
The resulting transport of electrical
charge is manifested as an electrical
current. If this current is induced by an
externally applied potential leading to the
electrochemical decomposition of a Figure 3.1. A simple 2-electrode
product, the setup is defined as an electrochemical cell depicted in
electrolysis cell. On the other hand, if a both electrolysis (dc source) of
reaction takes place spontaneously and galvanic (Re) mode.
generates a current by simply applying a
load (resistance), we have constructed a galvanic cell. Batteries and
PEMFCs are examples of galvanic cells generating electricity by
13
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exploiting a certain reaction. In PEMFCs, the reaction between oxygen
and most commonly hydrogen is utilized by the movement of protons.
Similarly, PEMFCs can (with component modification) be used in
reverse to produce hydrogen and oxygen by the decomposition of water
(PEM electrolysis).
While there are readily available procedures for measuring a
current flow, the measurement of potentials in electrochemical cells
needs careful consideration. In standard conditions, the theoretical
potential (E0), sometimes referred to as the theoretical open circuit
potential (OCP) or electro-motive force (EMF), emerges when the load is
infinite and there is no net-flow of current through the cell. Once the cell
is polarized, i.e. a perturbation of the potential that disturbs the
equilibrium, the actual potential for a given half-reaction of interest
(working electrode; WE) must be measured against a reference electrode
with a known (and near-constant) electrochemical potential rather than
directly against the other half-reaction (counter-electrode, CE). It is
therefore advisable to use reference electrodes for estimation of the
electrode-electrolyte interfacial potential, such as the commonly used
Ag/AgCl electrode with a known environment (Cl- molarity) for the
redox reaction between silver and chloride. These reference potentials are
commonly converted, or directly measured, to a potential versus the
reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) for easier comparison between
experiments. The RHE is defined as a stable potential (in any pH) with
respect to the redox half reaction
2

2

↔

2

.

(3.1)

A simplified depiction of the theoretical E vs. i profiles of
electrolysis and galvanic cells is shown in figure 3.2. In the galvanic cell,
the potential drop from the theoretical EMF is linearly dependent on the
internal cell resistance (Ri) and in turn to the externally applied load
resistance (Re). Although this representation suits to illustrate the main
differences of the cell types, it does not take into account several other
factors such as reaction kinetics and mass transport losses that will be
discussed in more detail for PEMFCs in the upcoming sections.
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Figure 3.2. Simplest E vs. i representation of an electrolysis and galvanic cell
where solely resistive losses are considered. At increments in current (i), the
deviation from E0 is determined by the internal resistance Ri that in turn is
determined by externally applied load in galvanic cells (Re). Note: as will be
evident in the remaining parts of this chapter; electrochemical cells do not
follow ohms law alone.

To relate the current (j) to the electrode potential, the ButlerVolmer equation is a widely used descriptor that considers both the
anodic and cathodic contributions according to
,

(3.2)

where j0 is the exchange current, n is the number of participating
electrons, F is the Faraday constant, R is the universal gas constant, T is
the temperature, η is the activation overpotential and αa and αc are the
anodic and cathodic charge transfer coefficients respectively. The
exchange current is the equilibrium current at OCP where there is no
external net-current flow. The overpotential is consequently defined as
the difference between the thermodynamically achievable potential at
open circuit conditions and the potential where the reaction can be
observed. To look at only one redox process, equation 3.2 can be
rearranged and split into desired half-reaction where plotting η vs. log(j)
gives a slope describing certain kinetics of the electrochemical reaction
(so called Tafel plots)48. Here, it is noteworthy that a suitable catalyst can
greatly enhance both the reaction rate and lower the overpotential.
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Another important relation is a descriptor of how the equilibrium
reduction potential (Eeq) change with respect to factors such as
environmental temperature and ionic activities. This is described by the
“Nernst equation” stated as
,

(3.3)

where Q is the “reaction quotient” that is related to the anodic and
cathodic activities (or their concentrations). Since E0 is the theoretical
standard electrode potential for a particular reaction at standard
conditions, the experimentally measured steady-state OCP will typically
show a lower value.
3.2.

Oxygen reduction reaction

Many reactions, including the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), take
different routes depending on whether the electrolyte is acidic or alkaline.
However, since the PEMFC involves the transfer of protons, we will
herein restrict ourselves to acidic environments. First, let’s consider that
the complete reaction between hydrogen and oxygen:
→2

2

,

(3.4)

can be split into two half-reactions. The anodic reaction corresponds to
the hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) releasing protons according to:
2

→4

4

,

(3.5)

whereas the cathodic reaction reduces oxygen into water by the ORR in
accordance with:
4

4

→2

.

(3.6)

Here, the rate-limiting reaction is the ORR. Contrary to HOR, ORR with
a four electron transfer mechanism involves several reaction
intermediates and can be divided into an associative and dissociative
pathway51-52. In the associative route, the pathway to form adsorbed O*
intermediates (‘*’ marks a catalytic site) are as follows:
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∗

2

(3.7)
,

while in the dissociative case, the route toward O* is
2∗ → 2

∗

.

(3.8)

Finally, in both cases, OH* is then formed and reduced into water by
2

∗

2

∗

2

2

2

2

→2
→2

∗

2∗ .

(3.9)

OOH* intermediates can however, sometimes, be reduced into hydrogen
peroxide by a two electron transfer process
∗

→

.

(3.10)

PEMFCs require full reduction into water while the two electron
pathway is beneficial for applications including H2O2 production and
water purification53. The specific reaction path is dependent on mainly
the applied potentials and the type of catalyst involved. For instance, on
the Pt surface, the associative mechanism typically dominates51, 54.
3.2.1.

Volcano relationship: the fundamental limit

Each adsorbed intermediate specie constitute a certain free energy barrier
to overcome before the reaction can proceed, which are heavily
influenced by the type of surface on which the reaction take place. To
predict and model surface interactions and corresponding adsorption
energies, the many-electron system of a catalytic surface must be
simplified into a model suitable for high performance computing. In
particular, a method known as “density functional theory” (DFT) is
widely employed to probe surfaces for ORR activity55-56. Briefly, DFT
starts off with the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and thereafter
defines a series of spatially dependent electron density functionals that
allow an estimation of a solution to the ground state wave function to a
many-body system57. The computational effort is greatly reduced
compared to many of the other available methods and is thus well-suited
to model relatively large systems.
17
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Figure 3.3. The four-electron associative ORR process illustrated as a freeenergy diagram on Pt(111) at different potentials (U = potential vs. RHE;
computational hydrogen electrode51). The change in Gibbs free energy (ΔG) is
here plotted against respective reaction coordinate showing the contribution of
each intermediate. (Reprinted with permission from ref.54, Copyright 2018,
American Chemical Society).

The four-electron associative ORR process has been modeled on
various catalytic surfaces. In the case of Pt based catalysts, the closepacked Pt(111) surface is a representative starting point to illustrate
catalytic behavior. Figure 3.3 shows the calculated Gibbs free energy
(ΔG) contribution from each intermediate at three different potentials
ranging from the equilibrium (1.23 V) to 0 V. If all reactions have a
downhill path onto the subsequent intermediate, such as the case for U =
0 V, the full reaction can take place without effort. In the other extreme
(equilibrium), certain intermediates need to travel uphill for further
18
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reduction. In particular, on Pt(111), the surface will be covered in OH*
and prevent further O2* adsorption. This reaction coordinate is thus the
rate limiting step on Pt(111). Finally, we note that there is a transition
from downhill to uphill at ~0.75 V (limiting potential), where 1.23-0.75
V correspond to the theoretical overpotential.
It has been found that ΔG of each intermediate in the associative
pathway are linearly correlated for multiple catalytic surfaces owing to
their shared adsorbed O-surface bonds, where OH* and OOH* show
particularly good correlation58-60. Hence, to represent ORR activity,
ΔGOH has become a frequently selected descriptor. Figure 3.4 show
ΔGOH relative to that of Pt(111) (ΔGOH,Pt) for a variety of different
surfaces vs. the experimentally measured (of the same active area) kinetic
current (jk) normalized to jk measured for Pt(111) (jk,Pt), where more
details on the measurements of such quantities can be found in chapter 5.
The calculated limiting potentials (blue and green lines) are also shown
for reference purpose. Consequently, a too low ΔGOH cause the OH*
intermediate to be rate-limiting and if it is too high, the OOH* step will
instead limit the reaction. Such “volcano”-like plots are commonly used
to illustrate activities and can effectively estimate how close to optimum
performance the developed catalysts are. Although pure Pt is already
close to the top compared to many other elements, alloying Pt with a
transition metal and/or modifying the surface structure in any way can
fine-tune the activity by shifting the adsorption energy closer to the
eruption point.
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Figure 3.4. Thermodynamic volcano plot where the ratio of kinetic current
(active area normalized) to that of Pt(111) (jk/jk,Pt) are correlated to the ΔGOH
shift vs. Pt(111) and the limiting potential (blue & green lines). ORR activity on
extended surface structures herein include pure elements (black), Pt3M alloys
(red), Pt-M alloys with excess ΔGOH shift (highlighted cyan circle) and an
example of a structural effect as a result of a core-shell NP formation (Ru@Pt;
red arrows)61. (Adapted with permission from ref.54, Copyright 2018, American
Chemical Society). In turn, the data is adapted from refs.62-64. The dotted black
line corresponds to microkinetic modeling described in ref.64.

3.3.

The MEA: the heart of PEMFCs

The reaction described in equation 3.4 can be facilitated while extracting
the transferred electrons during the process, such that they can be used
for a desired application. PEMFCs achieve this by spatial separation of
the two half-reactions with a solid polymer membrane that is proton
conducting, yet electrically insulating. As a result, the electrons procured
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from the HOR (anodic) reaction is led through an external circuit (load)
in order to facilitate the ORR at the cathode. The central components
necessary to accomplish this constitute the so called membrane electrode
assembly (MEA), illustrated in figure 3.5. Starting from inside-out, the
MEA constitute the proton exchange membrane (~20 μm to ~200 μm)
coated with thin layers (typically a few μm) of a high surface area
catalyst layer (CL) with inter-mixed polymer ionomer; together forming
a 3-layer MEA. In principle, these layers alone are enough to form the
complete necessary electrochemical cell. However, to aid the diffusion of
reactants, add some structural integrity, protect the CL from violent fuel
flows and to provide an electrical pathway to the current collectors, gas
diffusion layers (GDL) are placed on both sides8, 65-66. Such diffusion
media typically consist of fibrous woven carbon cloths or non-woven
carbon papers ranging in thicknesses in the order of a few hundred μm.
Once assembled, the resulting 5-layer MEAs are combined with fuel
flow-fields acting as current collectors such that appropriate humidified
gases can be fed. Multiple MEAs are then combined into a fuel cell
“stack” until desired power capacity is reached. The reaction
environments inside these stacks must be carefully controlled by clever
external engineering solutions in order to serve its function as a longterm producer of electricity.

Figure 3.5. 5-layer MEA including two gas diffusion layers (GDL) and two
catalyst layers (CL) separated by a proton exchange membrane (PEM)
(Adapted with permission from ref.67).
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From a thermodynamic perspective, one must consider the heat
released in the case of complete combustion. The change in Gibbs free
energy of the reaction (ΔGf) (product(s) minus reactants) is a good
starting point as it describes the “useful” available energy from a
reaction. The theoretical EMF for fuel cells can be related to ΔGf by
,

(3.11)

at standard conditions (25 oC & 100 kPa pure H2/O2), whereas if the
conditions are changed, the second term in Nernst equation (equation
3.3) also has to be considered68. Using tabulated values while considering
the heat released from one H2 molecule (n=2), it is therefore possible to
calculate E0 for such environments; where E0=1.23 V correspond to
standard conditions. The thermodynamic maximum efficiency is related
directly to ΔGf and, as a consequence, higher E0 also means higher
theoretical efficiency. Specifically, using documented values for ΔGf (237 kJ/mol) and the calorific value of H2 (-286 kJ/mol) while assuming a
liquid phase of the final product (higher heating value regime), yields a
thermodynamic efficiency of ~83 % for hydrogen PEMFCs. We note
also that ΔGf is negative, implying that energy is released from the
reaction (exothermic). It must however be stressed that this calculated
efficiency does not take into account factors such as reaction kinetics,
resistive losses, diffusion losses, fuel crossover, practical fuel utilization
and various other parasitic energy requirements to run the cell from a
system-perspective. Hence, the practical efficiencies today vary greatly
but typically lie in the range of ~40-60 %69-70, or roughly double that of
most gasoline-based internal combustion engines.
3.3.1.

Alternative fueling

The use of gaseous hydrogen can sometimes be problematic. When it
comes to portable electronics for instance, Li-ion batteries are at the
moment the most convenient choice. However, PEM alternatives with
liquid fuels have been proposed. The idea here is to use proton exchange
technology to directly extract the energy (electricity) stored within small
organic molecules such as methanol, ethanol or formic acid. Among
these examples, fuel cells based on the latter molecule have been
explored in our work and we will therefore use formic acid as an example
in this subsection.
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The direct formic acid fuel cell (DFAFC) exploits the overall
reaction
2

→2

2

,

(3.12)

by spatial separation into two half-reactions, similar to the hydrogen
PEMFC. Thus, the anode half-reaction consist of formic acid electrooxidation according to
2

→2

4

4

,

(3.13)

while the cathode half-reaction reduce oxygen in the same fashion as
equation 3.6. Contrary to the hydrogen PEMFC, the anodic reaction in
the DFAFC is relatively slow. However, the convenience of a liquid fuel
makes the choice of applications vastly different from that of hydrogen
PEMFCs. Thus, the primary PEM-based contender is considered to be
the direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC)11, 71, which is an alcohol-fuel with
high volumetric energy density. Formic acid however fares better in
certain other attributes including higher theoretical EMF (~1.48 V),
lower fuel toxicity and lower fuel-crossover current losses.
It is mostly accepted that oxidation of formic acid on
heterogeneous catalysts follows two predominant pathways: (i) the direct
dehydrogenation pathway and (ii) the indirect dehydration pathway,
where the latter involve adsorbed carbon monoxide (CO) intermediates.
Pt catalysts tend to be particularly sensitive toward CO accumulation and
rapid degradation. In fact, among the many alternatives, it has been found
that Pd and Pd-based catalysts are mostly preferred12, 72.
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Polarization profile

So far, we have revealed some of the main causes of energy losses within
PEMFCs. Such causes are manifested as distinct features in the MEA
current-voltage characteristics, as illustrated by a typical MEA
polarization curve in figure 3.6. First, we see that the actual measured
OCP is lower than the theoretically predicted number, explained by H2
crossover currents to the cathode as the primary reason73. The remaining
three causes include (i) activation losses due to reaction kinetics
(overpotential), (ii) ohmic losses originating from internal cell resistance
(linear slope) and (iii) mass transport limitations that are more
pronounced at higher current densities where the reactant diffusion
cannot keep up with the reaction rate. Since the curves are very
informative, they are an important tool to screen the overall health of
PEMFCs.

Figure 3.6. Typical fuel cell polarization curve highlighting the predominant
causes of potential losses.
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Synthesis of fuel cell related nanomaterials

Nanomaterials for PEMFCs, some of which are described in chapter 2,
have been synthesized and built upon within respective appended
articles. Here, we will look at a few selected methods to routinely prepare
nanostructures targeted toward fuel cells. Often, studying the origin of
materials typically aid in the understanding of their final characteristics.
4.1.

Nanofiber growth by chemical vapor deposition

Wire-like carbon nanostructures, such as CNFs and CNTs, can be grown
by a method termed “chemical vapor deposition” (CVD)74. The
versatility of CVD is manifested by the ability to even grow graphene
sheets with minimal amounts of defects75. As the name implies, the vapor
of some specie is deposited via reaction with a substrate, although in
many cases the exact mechanism is not yet fully understood as it is often
highly complex.
For CNF and CNT structures, the process usually involves the
decomposition of a selected carbon precursor in the presence of a
nanoparticulate metallic catalyst. The formed volatile carbon species will
then interact with the catalyst. Generally, the accepted mechanism
involves initial surface or bulk diffusion into the catalyst followed by
supersaturation and precipitation of carbon76-77. The resulting structure
can therefore not only be controlled by the NP shape and size, but also by
tuning the reaction conditions. Thus, variations in temperature and
relative concentrations of various reaction-promoting gases can have a
dramatic influence on the final product.
Not surprisingly, catalyst supports for PEMFC applications have
been synthesized by such mechanisms. Herein, we also use the CVD
method to synthesize helical carbon nanofibers (HCNFs), which is a
carbon allotrope extensively described in literature78-80, as schematically
illustrated in figure 4.1. Briefly, a catalyst precursor consisting of a
fullerene-ligand complex (Pd2C60) is collapsed into well-defined ~50 nm
Pd particles upon treating it at 550 oC in a mixture of NH3, Ar and H2 as
optimized by Nitze et al.81. Subsequent introduction of C2H2 initiate
growth of nanofibers where the majority have a helical structure. In line
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with previous observations, “diamond” shaped catalysts results in straight
fibers where “heart” shaped ones produced helical fibers. Traces of
multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) could also be detected,
which will increase in yield at higher temperatures. Impressively, HCNFs
could be synthesized up to nearly 1 g using ~10 mg of Pd using a silica
substrate. Also, by deposition of a thin Pd2C60 layer on a GDL substrate,
HCNF “forests” could be grown, as discussed in more detail in chapter 6.

Figure 4.1. Simple scheme of a CVD setup for the preparation of HCNFs (a). A
substrate coated with Pd2C60 is collapsed into Pd NPs where growth took place
in a carefully selected composition of argon (Ar), acetylene (C2H2), hydrogen
(H2) and ammonia (NH3). Example where a GDL (carbon paper) coated
substrate was used (b), where the precursor mixture was directly applied and
resulted in HCNFs used for supporting Pt NPs (see paper II).

4.2.

Transition metal/platinum nanoparticles

As was shown in figure 3.4, platinum alloys show great promise as fuel
cell catalysts. However, alloys with large structures naturally contain
plenty of Pt that is not exposed to the surface and consequently does not
participate in any catalytic processes. Therefore, reducing the sizes down
to the nano-regime represents a viable approach to increase the Pt26
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specific surface area-to-volume ratio. As discussed in chapter 3, a variety
of other factors must however be considered and extended Pt-based
surfaces will not necessarily represent the catalytic properties of a
nanoparticulate equivalent. Particularly, lowering the NP size introduces
a combination of phenomena including lowered energetic stabilities and
the exposure of more under-coordinated edge, corner and kink sites with
sometimes vastly different reactivity owing to unsaturated atoms with
dangling bonds82-83. Thus, controlling the nanoparticle morphology
(shapes) to consequently expose desired surface facets is a widely
employed strategy84-87.
There are two general approaches to prepare nanoparticles; either
with a “top-down” or “bottom-up” classification. The top-down approach
employs methods such as lithography and other physical/chemical
techniques to go down in size-range of an initially larger bulk material.
The bottom-up methodology relies on ionic, atomic or molecular
building-blocks by controlled assembly of a certain structure. Chemical
synthesis of NPs is therefore one example of such a method and is widely
used to construct NPs with diverse compositions, sizes and shapes.
4.2.1.

Solvothermal synthesis

Dissolving metal precursors in a suitable solvent followed by introducing
the mixture to reductive conditions may result in NPs constructed in a
controlled bottom-up fashion. The precursors are either organic or
inorganic while the reducing atmosphere can be induced by for example
chemical reagents, electrochemistry or elevated temperatures. Addition
of surfactants and capping agents may in addition aid in the assembly and
prevent NP aggregation. As a result, colloidal dispersions are formed that
can be further processed or deposited on a substrate.
Solvothermal preparations of Pt-M materials are widely reported
in literature. Significant efforts have been devoted to precisely tune
shapes, sizes and compositions such that ORR activity is maximized by
careful adjustment of reaction conditions88. As an example, a method
where ethylene glycol (EG) is used as both solvent and reducing agent
(polyol method) is a particularly popular choice89-92. Moreover, the use of
oleic acid/oleylamine93-94 and even hydrothermal methods95-97 has shown
promise in catalyst manufacture.
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In our work, we synthesized FePt NPs by a method inspired by
the groundwork laid out by Carpenter et al.98, where Pt-M (M=Fe, Co,
Ni) NPs were prepared by using N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) as
solvent and reducing agent with organometallic acetylacetonates (acac)
as metal precursors. Here, neither surfactants nor capping agents were
used. However, NP sizes and morphologies were instead found to be
heavily influenced by metal-acac composition and type of transitionmetal used. It was postulated that such coreduction was driven by the
initial formation of few-atom seeds on which the NPs could gradually
continue to grow. The resulting colloidal dispersion can simply be
directly introduced to a support material (i.e. carbon black) for easy
decoration. Hu et al.99 later employed this method to prepare a Pt3Co/C
catalyst with a Co-rich core with high ORR performance and
concurrently improved the understanding of the origin of activity of such
configurations. In the case of FePt, the method hinted toward similar
seed-mediated growth conditions, as will be discussed in-depth in chapter
6.
4.2.2.

Microwave approach

In NP syntheses where elevated temperatures are required, there is an
alternative to conventional heating; microwaves (MW)100. The heating
mechanism is here however vastly different and highly complex, mainly
because the temperatures reached are directly related to the dielectric
attributes of the sample. Generally, microwaves are an electromagnetic
radiation (~300 GHz to ~300 MHz range) that heats a material by various
interactions with the sample. Water is an example often used to describe
the heating phenomena, where the dipoles resonate with the alternating
electric field causing dipoles to rotate. Therefore, one needs to consider
how the matter behaves in the presence of an alternating electric field, i.e.
decided by the relative permittivity. Briefly, taking this quantity into
account while also considering the microwave frequency and the samples
electrical conductivity, it is possible to estimate the heat released (loss of
energy) as a result of polarization and conduction (both “dielectric” and
“joule” heating respectively). The theoretical aspects behind such
phenomena are beyond the scope of this thesis and vast amount of
literature is available for the interested reader, particularly focusing on
the use of MW techniques in organic synthesis101.
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Although complex, MW heating luckily comes with a set of key
advantages. As the sample itself becomes the source of thermal radiation,
the heating can be highly selective and is also considered to be relatively
energy-efficient (of course depending on sample, magnetron efficiency
and reactor design)102. Moreover, the heating rate may be considerably
faster and, once the magnetron is turned off, the heat is allowed to
dissipate relatively quickly depending on the surrounding environment in
the experimental setup. For these reasons, the use of MWs has been
explored also for NP synthesis. Mostly, solvothermal routes such as MW
assisted polyol synthesis have been tested103-107. Shared with other MWbased syntheses, the NP formation is usually observed to be sped up
significantly compared to conventional heating. Challenges remain
however to control the reaction conditions to improve the homogeneity
of the resulting catalysts and achieve better control of shapes and sizes.
Owing to the great MW absorption properties (joule heating) of
conductive carbonaceous catalyst supports108, it makes sense to explore
the limits of the methods ability to synthesize carbon-supported Pt-based
heterogeneous catalysts for fuel cells. Our approach includes a simple
setup consisting of a modified conventional kitchen microwave oven (see
figure 4.2). Gases are fed to a dead-ended tubular quartz reaction
chamber whereas a sample is placed near the approximate location of the
MW hotspot. Here, the sample is in a completely dry phase, contrary to
the vast majority of reported MW synthesis methods. The sample,
consisting of a blend of carbon support and metal-precursors, is rapidly
heated (~1-5 min) as often indicated by a bright glow and in some cases
even wild surface-plasma sparks. In fact, Hu et al.109 employed such
method for the preparation of Pd-W on ordered mesoporous carbon
(OMC), reaching extreme temperatures within ~1 min, resulting in small
palladium island embedded in tungsten NPs. Despite only miniscule
amounts of Pd used, the surface segregated Pd showed high activity
toward ORR. Similar strategies, as will be shown later, can produce Pt
alloys of various sorts. Now, it is no secret that the use of MWs may
cause issues such as different reaction conditions (temperatures) by
varying precursor composition or sample-amount, rendering problematic
sample comparison. However, over the course of our work, several
precautions were taken enabling good reproducibility as well as
reasonable control over the synthesized NPs. Such experimental
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parameters included fixing the sample to the same position in relation to
the magnetron, using a constant amount of carbon support and keeping
the metal loading relatively low (~20 wt.%) such that the joule heating
from the carbon support can dominate. We noted also that depending on
the type of carbon support, measures such as adjustment of the reaction
time had to be employed, since different supports absorb MW-radiation
differently.

Figure 4.2. Experimental setup used in dry-phase microwave synthesis. A
conventional household microwave oven (2.45 GHz) was modified to provide a
gas inlet/outlet connected to a quartz reaction chamber. The sample was placed
in the approximate location of the hotspot followed by purging in desired gas
(inert Ar or reductive 5 % H2 in Ar (Varigon)).

4.3.

PEMs based on graphene oxides

Graphene oxide, as mentioned in chapter 2, is a material with multiple
potential applications. Besides the reduction in order to acquire a powder
of graphene-like flakes, there are applications where electrical insulation
and large amounts of oxygenated negatively charged functional groups
are desired. Coincidentally, these are two of the many features that the
proton exchange membrane would benefit from. The established nafion
membranes have however been optimized to meet the conditions in most
PEMFC conditions and is therefore a very tough competitor. Yet,
exploring advantages of alternative materials may lead to either the
complete replacement of nafion in certain conditions or the fabrication of
nafion-composite membranes to improve upon an attribute. So, in our
pursuit for innovative PEM materials we looked at the role graphene
oxides may eventually play and how slight chemical modification
influence important PEM parameters.
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Graphite can be oxidized by various means. By far, the most
common method is the so-called modified hummers method30, 32 which
constitute multiple steps. First, there is an optional step of pre-oxidation
of the as-received natural flake graphite by K2S2O8 and P4O10 in
concentrated H2SO4 followed by neutralization, washing and drying. The
main oxidation step then includes controlled oxidation in H2SO4 with
NaNO3 and careful addition of KMnO4. The product (brown/yellow gel)
is washed commonly by repeated centrifugation and freeze-dried into
powder that is easy to re-disperse in desired solvent. A simpler method,
proposed by Marcano et al.31 (commonly termed “improved” or “Tours”
method), includes only one 12 h oxidation-step and the release of
toxic/explosive gases are reduced dramatically. Briefly, the graphite is
placed in a mixture of H2SO4 and H3PO4 (85 %) at a 9:1 ratio as well as
KMnO4. After washing and drying procedures, a similar product to
hummers GO is acquired.
For PEM purposes, further chemical modification has been
proposed. For example, the attachment of sulfonic acid groups (SO3-),
similar to PFSA membranes, can enhance proton transport110-111. We
achieved this by functionalization with the aryl diazonium salt of
sulfanilic acid, of which structure is shown in figure 4.3. Interesting to
note is that this covalently attached functional group has been used to
greatly stabilize reduced graphene oxide in water112, owing to greater
colloidal flake-to-flake repulsion in water. This phenomenon was
confirmed in our experiments where the functionalization resulted in
stable aqueous dispersions (1 mg/ml) even after significant reduction in
hydrazine hydrate with a concentration of only one SO3- group per
hundred C-atoms. The preparation of the diazonium precursor is
relatively convoluted, and the reader is referred to the appended paper
VII for more details. Briefly, it involves the reaction between sulfanilic
acid and nitrous acid transforming the amine group into a reactive N≡N
group. GO dispersed in a slightly alkaline solution can then be
functionalized.
In addition to sulfonic acid, fluorine groups are present in
commercial PFSA membranes for reasons discussed in chapter 6. We
therefore propose the addition of such groups to explore the viability of a
2-dimensional PFSA equivalent. This was achieved by the inspiration of
Thiruppathi et al.113, where HF was added to the Tours method. However
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in our case, HF was replaced with NH4F causing notably lower amount
of released toxic gases. Also, a pre-oxidation step was added for
increased yield. From any aqueous GO dispersion, membranes could then
be prepared by vacuum filtration with a well-defined alumina filter,
resulting in paper-like lamellar GO-membranes114-116, with channels
suitable for proton conduction.

Figure 4.3. Brief scheme describing the GO PEM fabrication from a sulfonated
& fluorinated GO dispersion by vacuum filtration.
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The available techniques for analyzing and understanding nanomaterials
are numerous. Many new exciting methods are also emerging, such as a
variety of in situ electron microscopy techniques and the ones currently
being explored in high-energy X-ray facilities. At this pace, an even
deeper understanding on nanomaterials can be expected, benefiting all
fields of material science. Within this chapter, we will however only
introduce the key physical and electrochemical methods routinely used in
our studies of PEMFCs.
5.1.

X-ray diffraction

The understanding of many carbon-based materials as well as singlecrystal catalyst NPs has benefited from crystallographic techniques.
Monochromatic X-rays are particularly useful as their wavelengths are
appropriate to extract atomic distances in solid crystals. In X-ray
diffraction (XRD), the collection angles (or incident angle; θ) at which
constructive interference can be observed is given by Bragg´s law:
2 sin

,

(5.1)

where d is the inter-planar distance, ni is an integer and λ is the
wavelength (typically CuKα radiation; λ=1.5406 Å)117. Analyses of crystal
phase-changes are therefore possible. Moreover, line-broadening analysis
of obtained peaks allows the possibility to estimate the average NP size
(τ) by the Scherrer formula118-119 according to:
,

(5.2)

where K is the shape factor (~0.9 for spheres) and β is the full width at
half maximum (FWHM) in the 2θ scale. It is very important to note that
this is an approximation that assumes symmetric peaks obtained from
single-crystal nanoparticles (or crystallites) preferably well below ~100
nm. By knowing, and quantifying, sources of additional FWHM
contributions (such as instrumental broadening), it is possible to fine-tune
β such that too large error of NP sizes are avoided. Altogether it is a
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useful relation for estimation of bulk catalyst NP sizes that can, with
preference, be coupled with other techniques.
5.2.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

X-rays are electromagnetic radiation that may directly interact with
matter. Once the entire energy of a photon is absorbed in a photonelectron interaction, the core-electrons of the target can be ejected with a
certain kinetic energy (KE). Using a monochromatic source, the
differences between the incident energy and that of the ejected KE
constitute the binding energy (BE) of the electron, which is a
characteristic fingerprint for each elements electron configuration120.
This is the physical principle behind X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS).
In addition to surveying and quantifying the elements present in a
sample, it is also possible to determine the chemical state and the
chemical environment of the element by slowly scanning respective corelevel region. However, XPS is a highly surface sensitive technique as it
probes only the top few nm (typically ~10 nm) of the sample, which
always has to be taken into account when evaluating the information
provided by XPS.
5.3.

Vibrational spectroscopy

Exploring a wavelength range that resonates with the vibrational (and
some rotational) frequencies of molecular and structural bonds is another
strategy to obtain crucial underlying information about the sample. This
range spans the infrared radiation region. Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR) is a technique where characteristic absorbed
infrared frequencies are detected and is particularly suited for the
determination of molecular structures and to detect functional groups.
Another related technique, known as “Raman spectroscopy”, relies on a
different phenomenon. Here, a monochromatic light source (laser) first
excites the sample followed by de-excitation, where the most common
de-excitation mechanism results in no change in energy; i.e. “Rayleigh
scattering”. However, a small fraction of the collected scattered light
show a shift in energy due to inelastic scattering. Briefly, the compound
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is excited to a higher energy (virtual state) that is decided by the laser
wavelength. Upon de-excitation, there is a chance that the material has
changed its vibrational ground state. In addition to Rayleigh scattering, it
is therefore possible for the ejected photon to either have lost energy
(Stokes scattering) or gained energy (Anti-Stokes scattering). These
fingerprints are particularly useful in materials with strong Raman active
modes including the detection of disorder and changes of morphologies
in carbon nanostructures121.
5.4.

Thermogravimetric analysis

Thermal stabilities and calorific measurements can be carried out in
specialized equipment wherein it is possible to simultaneously adjust the
temperature while measuring weight and heat-flows. A sample heated in
a controlled atmosphere (i.e. inert N2/Ar or oxidative air/O2) will undergo
certain chemical and/or structural changes that can sometimes be
registered by a combination of the recorded weight change
(thermogravimetric analysis; TGA) and net heat-flow (differential
scanning calorimetry; DSC). TGA in oxygen-rich atmosphere in
particular has been used frequently to determine the amount of organicto-inorganic fraction in catalyst samples (i.e. metal loading). It is
therefore an important tool to aid in the determination of the amount of
precious metals present in Pt & Pd based samples.
5.5.

Scanning & transmission electron microscopy

The ability to “see” the prepared materials in order to evaluate
morphologies is critical. Hence, imaging by appropriate microscopy
technique is one of the primary characterization methods in all areas of
materials science. The minimum resolvable distance (δ) is approximately
related to the wavelength defined by the Rayleigh criterion:
.

,

(5.3)

where μ is the refractive index and βs is the semi-angle of collection.
Here, the entire denominator can be assumed to be near unity, meaning
the resolution limit is roughly half the wavelength. So, in visible light
microscopy, the approximate minimum resolvable feature is therefore
~200-300 nm. Since this is not enough to resolve nanomaterials, it has
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been suggested to instead use electrons, as their wavelengths (λnm, given
in nm for convenience) are related to the accelerating energy (Ea = energy
of electrons in eV) by the simplified non-relativistic de Broglie´s
equation stated as
.
/

.

5.4

While equation 5.3 & 5.4 suggest that we can achieve impressive
resolution well below that of atomic distances when using high energy
electrons (i.e. ~100 keV), there are numerous other considerations that
have to be taken into account122. Since electrons are charged particles
with mass while also being an ionizing radiation, their interaction with
matter is vastly different to that of pure electromagnetic radiation. Thus,
both classical scattering events and wave-phenomena have to be
considered. Figure 5.1 shows a collection of possible events where a high
energy incident electron beam propagates through a thin specimen.

Figure 5.1. Possible scenarios in electron-matter interactions. For imaging
purposes, the backscattered electrons (BSE) and secondary electrons (SE) are
used in SEM while the direct transmitted beam, as well as other forward
scattered electrons, are used in TEM & STEM systems.
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First, we consider the electrons that continue to travel in the
forward direction such as the direct beam (with lowered intensity) and a
fraction of inelastically/elastically scattered electrons. Such events are
exploited in transmission electron microscopy (TEM) as the direct beam,
can be used to determine variations in mass, density and thickness (mass
contrast). Moreover, variations in resulting electron phases hitting the
image-plane, causing interference, as a result of propagation within
periodic media, can further be exploited for atomic resolution, giving rise
to phase contrast (high resolution TEM; HRTEM). Second, we consider
that the electrons can either directly ionize the sample (near-surface) by
ejecting secondary electrons (SE), or back-scatter (BSE) such that the
trajectory is changed. In scanning electron microscopy (SEM) mostly the
SE are detected for topographical imaging.
Figure 5.2 illustrate the principal instrument designs of a TEM
and SEM system respectively. As also shown, the parallel beam within a
TEM column can be re-aligned so that a focused beam hits the sample,
similar to that of an SEM. Instead however, the transmitted (forward
scattered) electrons are collected. This operational mode is called
scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and is a technique
suited for high resolution mapping. As the electron-matter interaction
causes characteristic X-rays and transmitted electrons with lowered
energy, it is possible to even map the elemental distribution. Also,
heavier elements have a higher likelihood to scatter electrons to higher
angles owing to relatively strong e- - nuclei interactions. An operational
mode where collecting e- at such angles is termed high angle annular
dark field (HAADF-STEM) mode, providing dark-field images with
relatively strong element-dependent contrast.
Finally, a TEM can also be used for diffraction experiments
(selected area electron diffraction; SAED). By first restricting the portion
of interest of the image by an aperture followed by projection of the back
focal plane onto the image plane, a diffraction pattern emerges containing
information about atomic distances and relative crystallite orientations.
Owing to all the above mentioned crystallographic techniques in
combination with imaging, electron microscopy is of great value in
nanocatalyst development.
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Figure 5.2. Typical design of a TEM system (left) including two condenser
lenses (CL), objective lens (OL), imaging lens (IL) and projector lens (PL).For
elemental characterization, there is also the possibility to install energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) detectors and electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS) detectors. For SEM (i.e. SE/BSE detection) or STEM (i.e.
annular dark field detection; ADF) configuration, a similar setup as the figure
to the right is used with the possibility to scan a focused beam over the sample.
Any transmission experiments such as STEM are however typically performed
in a dedicated re-aligned TEM system.

5.6.

Electrochemical methods

So far, we have covered some key physical characterization methods. For
Pt-M based catalysts, we must however ask two important questions: (i)
is the binary alloy incorporated into the Pt lattice and (ii) how does it
influence the catalytic activity. In this section, the electrochemical
methods necessary to answer the latter question will be summarized.
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5.6.1. Intrinsic ORR performance: rotating electrode
Measuring inherent ORR performance should be performed under
controlled conditions. The first step is to fabricate a thin, homogeneous
and porous film of the material on a well-polished GC electrode, such as
the ones shown in figure 2.5 b. This is done by dispersing the catalyst
powder in a suitable solvent mixture (typically an optimized 2propanol:H2O ratio) together with nafion ionomer dispersion (~20 wt.%
dry resin, or below). A fixed portion is then pipetted onto the GC surface
followed by drying in preferred conditions. In our work, we found that
drying the electrode under 700 rpm rotation was preferred, as
recommended by several researchers123-125. Although there are no general
rules as how to exactly prepare GC electrodes for best comparison
purpose, there are certain guidelines including numerous considerations
and protocols to follow for Pt-based catalysts126. For example, it is
recommended to keep the film thickness and porosity the same, which is
mainly determined by the amount of carbon support, as discussed in
depth by Minhua et al.17. Thus, despite small variations in loading and
amount of precious metals in our samples, we followed these
recommendations and used carbon black (Vulcan XC 72R) as support
with GC electrodes loaded with nearly the same weight of Vulcan and
identical nafion concentrations.
The electrode can then be mounted on a rotating disk electrode
(RDE) setup followed by immersion into an electrolyte consisting of
ultrapure (99.999 %) 0.1 M perchloric acid (HClO4) with minimal traces
of Cl-. The setup is then connected to a potentiostat together with a
reference electrode and a counter electrode (Pt rod). First, the electrolyte
is saturated by an inert gas such as Ar, followed by cycling the potential
(cyclic voltammetry; CV) ranging from the onset of hydrogen evolution
(HER) at ~0 V vs. RHE to somewhere below the onset of oxygen
evolution reaction (OER) (typically~1.2-1.4 V vs. RHE). After about 50
to 100 cycles (see figure 5.3 a), the ORR is ensured to show stable and
reproducible performance owing to the removal of surface impurities and
surface reorganization into more stable phases125. Now, saturating the
electrolyte in pure O2 yields vastly different current response, given that
the catalyst is ORR active. Figure 5.3 b shows the linear sweep
voltammetry (LSV) profile of a conditioned Pt/C catalyst in O2 saturated
HClO4 at different rotation rates after background subtraction (Ar
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saturated) and solution resistance correction (iR-compensation). The
observed plateaus are caused by the diffusion limited current (jl), and is
related to the current (j) and the angular rotation frequency (ω) by the
Koutecky-Levich (KL) equation49:
/

.

/

/

,

(5.4)

where jl C is the O2 concentration in saturated 0.1 M HClO4, ν is the
electrolytes kinematic viscosity, D is the O2 diffusion coefficient in the
electrolyte and A is the geometric electrode surface area. C, ν and D are
tabulated values and can be found in literature for various conditions68.
At these low potentials (~0.6 V), the current limited by diffusion is by far
the most dominant compared to the kinetic current. The electron transfer
number (n) can then be roughly estimated by plotting the linear
relationship between the inverse of the measured plateau currents vs.
/
, which should be close to 4, for a full reduction of O2 into H2O
(see figure 5.3 c). The linearity also confirms that we have first order
reaction kinetics in our measurement conditions. Furthermore, jk is most
commonly evaluated at 0.9 V vs. RHE (at 1600 rpm) for the evaluation
of ORR activity on Pt based samples, as this potential is usually not too
close to neither the onset potential nor the diffusion limit.
The electrochemically active surface area (ECSA; in m2/gPt), is
measured by mainly two means; hydrogen underpotential deposition
(ECSA-HUPD) and carbon monoxide oxidation (ECSA-CO), as shown in
figure 5.3 d. The former is simply recorded in inert conditions by CV
scans between potentials near the HER onset (~0.05 V vs. RHE) and ~1
V vs. RHE. The region prior to HER is then attributed to the adsorption
of a hydrogen monolayer. In CO-stripping, the potential is held at a low
value during CO saturation followed by Ar saturation. The CV response
then provides a CO-stripping charge. Hence, these measurements enable
the possibility to use the integrated charge (QH & QCO), the Pt loading (L)
and the charge density of respective reactant to calculate ECSAs
according to:
/
/

∗

/

∗

/
/
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(5.5)
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For Pt catalysts, ECSA-CO is recommended over the ECSA-HUPD
method as the latter may sometimes lead to greatly underestimated
values, particularly for Pt alloys127-128. For an intrinsic measure of ORR
activity, jk (at 0.9 V vs. RHE and 1600 rpm) is normalized by the
exposed Pt surface area (ECSA-CO), yielding the “specific activity”
(SA). A more “practical” measure is when jk instead is normalized by the
Pt mass on the electrode, providing a “mass activity” (MA). Using
appropriate reference samples, the above mentioned figure-of-merits
together provide a good survey of overall ORR performance.

Figure 5.3. Full procedure of ORR determination by the RDE method on
commercial Pt. Typical CV profile from a conditioning procedure (a) with 50
cycles in electrolyte (0.1 M HClO4) saturated by inert gas (Ar/N2) (Adapted
from ref.125 with permission from J. Electrochem. Soc., creative commons
license). Background subtracted and iR-compensated LSV curves (b) under 6
different rotational speeds and corresponding Koutecky-Levich plot (c), where
the dashed line in the LSV show performance post-6000 ORR cycles used as an
accelerated degradation test (stability). In the KL plot, ω is the angular rotation
frequency while iL is the measured current density limited by diffusion. Typical
CV plots for ECSA determination by both HUPD and CO-stripping (d).
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5.6.2. Fuel cell performance
Preferably, all catalysts should be fully evaluated in real fuel cell
conditions, since the measured activities in RDE experiments will not
necessarily represent the behavior in the final application. Even more
ideal would be to measure according to the precise directions provided by
the US department of energy (DOE) to evaluate whether catalysts fulfil
the 2020 target129. Specifically, a stable mass activity of at least 440 A/gPt
(0.9 V& iR-free) should be established in fully humidified hydrogen fuel
cell conditions (150 kPa) at 80 oC with a total MEA Pt loading of 0.125
mgPt/cm2. However, MEA fabrication and testing require both
specialized equipment and experience and is often not pursued. As
discussed in chapter 3, the sole electrolyte is the solid nafion ionomer
while the reactants are in gaseous phase, meaning the conditions are
vastly different than the ones examined under RDE experiments. It is
important to keep in mind that in order for an active catalyst site to be
utilized, it needs (i) access to reactants, (ii) access to the electrolyte and
(iii) an electrical contact to the current collector (i.e. three-phase
boundary).
In our evaluations of PEM materials, we looked at the single-cell
(5 cm2) performance whenever feasible. The behavior (good or bad) can
give important clues as how to proceed to further optimize the material
and/or synthesis method. In general, for MEA fabrication with a Pt-M/C
catalyst powder, a slurry consisting of 2-propanol:H2O was first prepared
together with nafion ionomer (~33 wt.%). The slurry was then sprayed
(airbrush) in an N2 flow onto a carbon paper substrate with a teflonized
microporous layer (MPL) until desired loading is reached. To improve
the three-phase region by better interfacial contacts, an optional hotpressing step together with the nafion membrane (pre-treated), near the
glass transition temperature, can be performed130. The MEA was placed
in a cell fixture connected to a fuel cell test system capable of varying the
load as well as controlling the MEA cathode/anode environments by
adjusting temperature and by supply of gases with a desired relative
humidity (RH). The fabrication procedure and measurement conditions
(polarization curves etc.) are however highly individual to the type of
material being investigated and will be addressed in more detail in
chapter 6.
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Equipped with underlying knowledge behind the essential synthesis and
characterization routines, we can now tackle the evaluations of specific
nanomaterials themselves. Herein, the results contained within respective
appended papers will be outlined with a particular focus on the
nanomaterial preparation and, of course, on the characteristic traits that
determines their usefulness as a PEMFC component.
6.1.

Innovative MEA concepts

6.1.1. Combining synthesis & electrode preparation
Gas diffusion electrodes (GDE), the combination of a CL and a GDL,
can be prepared by the application of a catalyst ink by either spraying
(gas-pressure or ultrasonic), painting, doctor blade, inkjet printing or
other suitable method of choice65, 131-132. This can also be done directly
on the membrane, i.e. the catalyst coated membrane (CCM) approach133.
All methods do however have one thing in common; they require an
already prepared catalyst. As discussed in chapter 4, the catalyst
synthesis is not always trivial as it requires multiple steps before it can
finally be used as a fuel cell catalyst.

Figure 6.1. Scheme illustrating combined synthesis, decoration and electrode
preparation (a) with an SEM image showing a piece of the CL cross-section (b)
(HCNFs). TEM images of resulting Pd-HCNFs and Pd-Vulcan (c & d resp.).
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In order to simplify the GDE preparation, we propose a novel
method which combines synthesis, decoration and electrode preparation,
as illustrated in figure 6.1 and described in detail in paper I134. This
allows us to save time and remove several steps caused by traditional
synthesis methods. Specifically, a zero-charge organometallic compound;
tris(dibenzylideneacetone)dipalladium(0) (Pd2(dba)3), was dissolved in a
volatile solvent (toluene) together with either added Vulcan or HCNFs.
The toluene solvent makes up a convenient ink that can be easily painted
on to the CP. Conveniently, further reduction of Pd is not necessary
owing to the already metallic state of Pd. In fact, a simple mild annealing
to 200 oC can completely remove the dba ligand135. From XRD
experiments, the average NP sizes were estimated to 13 and 16 nm for
Vulcan and HCNFs respectively, where TEM imaging suggests slightly
smaller particles that are anchored to the support. This discrepancy can
be attributed to a few larger particles attached the CP that is not possible
to adhere on a TEM grid. Pd decorated on HCNFs also tend to show
more irregularly shaped particles.
Naturally, the active surface area of the Pd-Vulcan based GDE is
therefore a little higher than for Pd-HCNFs. Interestingly however, PdHCNFs is able to compensate for this drawback in real fuel cell
conditions, as shown in figure 6.2 a, where the anodic DFAFC
performance is evaluated. The performance is comparable with literature
values for commercial Pd/C in similar conditions136, and the improved
performance on the HCNF support can likely be attributed to both
improved reaction kinetics and/or more efficient electron transfer
processes on Pd-HCNFs as a result of either support characteristics or NP
shape137-139 as well as improved formic acid (FA) diffusion as evidenced
by the lower potential drop at higher current for Pd-HCNFs. Stabilities
evaluated by running the cell at constant current (figure 6.2 b) show that
the catalysts are nearly fully deactivated in less than an hour. However,
the performance could be restored by simple purging in clean water as
shown by the subsequent polarization curves and deactivation runs in
figure 6.2 (dotted lines). This phenomenon is an indication that the
deactivation is caused by loosely adsorbed species, rather than CO
poisoning stemming from the dehydration FA oxidation pathway140.
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Figure 6.2. DFAFC polarization curve of a 5 cm2 cell (a) when using the asprepared electrodes as anodes (0.8 mgPd/cm2), where the cathodes are loaded
with a generous amount of Pt (~5 mgPt/cm2). 3 M FA was used as fuel while the
cathode was fed with pure O2. Constant current (200 mA/cm2) stability
measurements (b) operated near the maximum power output. In both curves, the
dashed lines represents a recording after a deactivation run followed by
restoration by flushing the anode for 1 h with water.

6.1.2. Direct growth of HCNFs: advantages of hierarchy
Owing to the benefits HCNFs demonstrate in fuel cells, further
exploration is motivated. Although we observed likely improved electron
transfer processes, the traditional ink-based method does not guarantee a
facile electron travel path to the GDE and current collector141-142.
Luckily, since HCNFs are wire-like, it is possible to “connect” one end to
the GDL by achieving a hierarchical configuration, as exemplified by
CNTs and CNFs in literature29, 143-146. To achieve this, we sprayed a thin
and smooth layer of Pd2(dba)3 and C60 dissolved in toluene onto a carbon
paper with an airbrush. Once annealed, a Pd2C60 precursor for HCNFs
remained allowing growth by CVD, as already described in detail in
subsection 4.1, and presented in paper II147. Subsequent Pt decoration by
a solvothermal method could then take place resulting in a GDE suitable
for ORR facilitation. SEM images of four stages in the GDE preparation
process is shown in figure 6.3 a-d. No significant support detachment
was observed in neither the solvothermal conditions nor by MEA
fabrication by mild hot-pressing, suggesting firm attachment of the
support.
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Figure 6.3. SEM images showing a micro-fiber in blank CP (a), Pd2C60/CP (b),
Pd/CP (c) and the final product (d) obtained after HCNF growth and Pt
decoration (Pt-HCNFs/CP).

TGA and XRD experiments (figure 6 a & b) after Pd and Pt
decoration respectively, confirm that we have successfully prepared
crystalline NPs with ~0.05 mgPt/cm2 loading with a low loading of Pd
(~0.01 mgPd/cm2). It therefore makes most economical sense to use the
GDL for supporting precious metals that surpasses the cost of Pd, such as
PEMFC cathodes, as these particles are embedded within the fibrous
carbon and will not participate in catalytic reactions. It should be noted
that the HCNFs on CP (HCNFs/CP) is grown by a catalyst deposited via
spray-deposition, meaning the prospects for industrial upscaling is better
than for similar CNT or CNF decorated GDLs in literature where
techniques such as physical vapor deposition is employed.
Figure 6.4 c shows the Pt decoration by TEM imaging where the
average size is ~5 nm. This catalyst serves well as a proof-of-concept for
exploring advantages that HCNFs/CP and hierarchical configurations can
offer. Figure 6.4 d show recorded polarization curves illustrating a direct
comparison with a commercial Pt/C with a traditionally ink-fabricated
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CL on the same GDL substrate. Although having initially higher
overpotential, the HCNF support compensates for this by demonstrating
better mass transport and also lower ohmic drop. We further measured
the ECSA by HUPD CV-scans both in situ (N2 saturated cathode) and ex
situ (fully submerged in aqueous electrolyte). The ratio between these
values constitutes the Pt utilization factor, and was calculated to 40 %
and 68 % for Pt-Vulcan/CP and Pt-HCNFs/CP respectively. The better Pt
utilization can then possibly be attributed to the firmly attached
hierarchical framework where there is a higher likelihood for an active
site to be electrically connected to both the current collector and
electrolyte in the compressed PEMFC; thus fulfilling more requirements
of the three-phase boundary. However, taking the total Pt-loading into
account, i.e. the “real” Pt-utilization factor, we instead end up with 0.3 %
vs. 0.1 % for Pt-Vulcan/CP and Pt-HCNFs/CP respectively. Hence, there
is still room for improvement to the catalyst mass activity and the
observed advantages can be exclusively attributed to the properties of the
prepared HCNFs/CP GDL.

Figure 6.4. TGA for determination of Pt & Pd loading (a), XRD pattern tracing
each synthesis step (b), TEM of Pt-HCNFs (c) and polarization curve of PtHCNFs/CP vs. a representative reference catalyst layer (d).
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6.1.3. Remarks on innovative gas diffusion electrodes
From our experiments, and many others, it is clear that it is worth
exploring alternatives to carbon black as a catalyst support. Not only
because of better conductivity and charge transfer properties, but also due
to the possibility to construct defined 3D structures within the CL that
may aid any of the three-phase boundary requirements.
In our two examples of how to employ HCNFs in MEA
fabrication, there are advantages and disadvantages of both. For direct
painting, and all ink-based techniques in general, one can apply desired
amount until target loading is achieved. For direct growth, we are
restricted to a limit at which HCNFs stop growing. Although we
attempted to push this limit by increasing the Pd2C60 loading, it resulted
in poorly attached HCNFs. Furthermore, combined synthesis and support
decoration with HCNFs tend to prefer the formation of slightly larger
NPs than what should be considered optimal. Numerous synthesis
methods in literature may offer a solution to this problem. However, in
the direct growth concept the HCNFs cannot be dispersed in solvents, as
is often a requirement, postulating an additional challenge for the
development of NP supported hierarchy GDEs. Finally, the fuel cell
operation should be carefully considered. For example, as the GDEs lack
a hydrophobic MPL, long term operation may cause H2O accumulation
and flooding issues, so humidity control or post-treatment to tune the
hydrophobic properties should be considered as future challenges.
Alternatively, they could fare better as anodes in direct liquid fuel cells or
as cathodes for PEM electrolyzers.
6.2.

Pt-based ORR catalysts

6.2.1. Solvothermally coreduced Fe & Pt precursors
FePt NPs with initial precursor compositions of 1:3, 1:1 and 3:1 were
prepared by coreduction of Fe and Pt metal acetylacetonates with DMF
as reducing agent and solvent, as discussed in subsection 4.2.1 (see also
paper III)148, followed by decoration on Vulcan XC 72R. XRD patterns
(figure 6.5 a), show that all samples consist exclusively of an fcc phase
(i.e. Pt)149-150. In line with previous observations98, 151, NP physical
characteristics are dependent on the Fe content owing to the seedmediated growth mechanism. Explained by the initial formation of iron48
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rich seeds, the average NP sizes of the three compositions are ~5.1, ~5.5
and ~6.0 nm for FePt(3:1), FePt(1:1) and FePt(1:3) respectively, roughly
in line with TEM imaging (see figure 6.5 c-d for FePt(1:1)). The trends in
NP size growth upon annealing is also vastly different depending on
composition and annealing atmosphere, as shown by the data from in situ
XRD experiments in figure 6.5 b. The onset of significant crystallite
growth near 400 oC for FePt(3:1) and FePt(1:1) shows that the
incorporated Fe plays a role in destabilizing the NPs. Interestingly, this
growth is not observed in reductive H2 atmosphere. We believe this
phenomenon may be attributed to interstitial Fe species of oxidized
chemical states, as Fe oxides reduce at an onset near such temperatures in
hydrogen atmospheres152-153. As the Fe species in N2 annealing
destabilize the lattice, the mechanism most likely involves inter-particle
atomic transfer (i.e. Ostwald ripening) rather than NP migration and
coalescence154.

Figure 6.5. XRD of the three FePt compositions (a) and crystallite sizes
calculated from in situ XRD data (b). TEM (c) and HRTEM (d) of FePt(1:1).
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Evaluation of ORR performance is shown in figure 6.6, with a
comparison to commercial ~1.8 nm Pt/C NPs. The calculated mass
activities have the following trend: FePt(1:1) > Pt/C > FePt(1:3) >
FePt(3:1). This is further supported by H2/O2 PEMFC measurements
(figure 6.6 d), where the 1:1 composition is compared with Pt/C.
However, after hot-pressing, the performance of Pt/C improved, in
contrast to the FePt catalyst where the ohmic drop demonstrated a more
pronounced influence. A GDE delamination could be observed from the
PEM, which suggests that achieving an improved CL|PEM interface for
such FePt catalysts is a challenge that should be addressed by for
instance support surface functionalization155.

Figure 6.6. ORR evaluation of the FePt catalysts by LSV in O2 saturated HClO4
at 1600 rpm (a) and CO-stripping voltammograms (b) for ECSA determination
where a summary of calculated SA & MA can be found in (c). Polarization
curves in 60 oC and 95 % RH H2/O2 fuel cell conditions with MEAs prepared
with and without hot-pressing (d).
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We also noted during ECSA determination by CO-stripping that
two predominant CO oxidation peaks emerged (figure 6.6 b). This
reaction is structurally sensitive156-158, implying that crystallographic and
compositional information about the NP surfaces can be derived from
such CV profiles. Briefly, our observations likely stem from the increase
in (111) terrace sites and lower fraction of kinks, steps and edge sites as
the NPs become larger159-160, and in our case more truncated NPs, in line
with TEM and XRD data. This trait of our FePt catalysts also had an
impact on experiments in cathodic DFAFC experiments where a greater
tolerance to poisoning by CO, formed from the dehydration pathway of
FA oxidation, may benefit performance161.
6.2.2. Rapid synthesis: microwave preparation of Pt-Y
We further search for challenging Pt-M systems by attempting to alloy Pt
with the rare-earth metal Yttrium (Y). This is highly motivated for ORR
studies as it has been predicted theoretically, and confirmed in smallscale experiments, that the Pt3Y composition occupies an extremely high
rank in the volcano plot and has a very negative value in enthalpy of
formation, i.e. good energetic stability55. Presumably owing to the high
oxygen affinity of Y, the synthesis of such particles by solvothermal
methods has however had limited success162-164, while sputtering and
strictly thermal methods have shown to be more promising165-166. To
explore more innovative synthesis routes, we prepared Pt-Y NPs
decorated on Vulcan in multiple compositions by the dry phase MW
approach described in subsection 4.2.2 and paper IV167. A dry mixture of
Vulcan XC 72R, Pt(acac)2, and Y(NO3)3 * 6H2O was quickly prepared
by a volatile solvent (THF). After microwaving at full power in Varigon
atmosphere for only 2.5 min, no further processing was employed and the
catalyst was ready to be characterized.
Figure 6.7 show TEM (a-b), XPS (c) and HAADF-STEM (d) data
with EDS mapping for the Pt3YOy/C sample. Note: the reason we opt to
place a “Oy” in the name is because of the predominant oxidized state of
Y (yttria) detected in the Y 3d core-level BE region in XPS. The TEM
image shows that we have crystalline Pt fcc particles with an average size
of 2.5 nm, which is near the crystallite size obtained from XRD (2.9 nm).
The HAADF-STEM data further suggests that the Y is indeed
incorporated in the Pt NPs and not present as separate yttria particles.
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Figure 6.7. TEM image (a) of Pt3YOy/C with SAED pattern (inset) and
corresponding NP size histogram collected from multiple images (b). XPS in the
Y 3d core-level region (c). HAADF-STEM image of two NPs with EDS mapping
for the characteristic Pt and Y X-rays respectively (d).

ORR performance, summarized in figure 6.8, show a clear trend
in both SA and MA with Pt:Y ratio, where the 3:1 ratio is the highest. In
addition to composition dependence, the nearly double SA compared to
the commercial Pt/C supports that the yttria play a role in the
improvement. In literature, the theoretical models explaining ORR
activity are restricted to pure metallic alloys. However, as shown in much
more detail in paper IV, we show that Y species that migrate toward the
surface followed by O-passivation can form stable configurations that
make up highly active sites for ORR. Finally, corresponding PEMFC
measurements on Pt3YOy/C showed nearly the same overpotential as the
commercial Pt/C, but displayed certain features at higher current
densities with signs of water management issues.
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Figure 6.8. LSVs evaluating ORR performance (a) in O2 saturated HClO4 at
1600 rpm with summary of MA, SA and ECSA calculated from CO-stripping
data (b).

6.2.3. Revealing the hidden surface area in Pt3Co/C
The rapid synthesis methodology in subsection 6.2.2 is intriguing.
Despite its simplicity, the capability to incorporate a rare-earth metal that
is considered a great challenge merits us to “dig deeper” and attempt to
approach the limits of this method. However, as was shown in figure 6.8,
the sample prepared without Y-precursor (Pt-only) displayed an
unreasonably poor activity, highlighting a certain problem with the
method. It turns out that this sample had a comparably negligible ECSA
(~3 m2/gPt). Although a larger NP size (~7.6 nm) may partially explain
this, it was found during HRTEM surveying that most NPs were covered
with a carbonaceous layer and consequently “hides” the active sites. The
ability for the Y-nitrate precursor to reveal the surface area is supported
by an increasing trend in ECSA with increased Y amount where
maximum ECSA is reached for the 3:1 and 2:1 (Pt:Y) atomic ratios (~63
m2/gPt), despite having effectively the same NP average sizes (~2.7-2.9
nm).
As discussed in paper V168, similar complications were faced
while attempting to employ the method for the preparation of late
transition metal incorporated Pt, as illustrated in figure 6.9 where
Pt3Co/C* NPs were synthesized by similar method as the prior
subsection (note: “*” indicates single MW treatment). Here, whenever
solely organometallic precursors were used, this problem was more
pronounced. Even the use of a Co nitrate precursor was not sufficient in
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this case. It was however found that the addition of an oxidative agent
(ammonium nitrate; NH4NO3), effectively lead to high ECSA and allows
coreduction of organometallic precursors by initial oxidative removal of
organic ligands in the early stages of NP formation owing to a controlled
amount of nitrous oxide formation during decomposition of NH4NO3169170
. In addition, the choice of NH4NO3 is also motivated since it
undergoes complete decomposition and leaves no trace impurities.

Figure 6.9. HUPD curves of Pt3Co/C* prepared with and without NH4NO3 as
well as a sample with a nitrate precursor similar to the synthesis of Pt3YOy/C.
The chosen optimum Co precursor was cobalt(II) acetate tetrahydrate
combined with Pt(acac)2.

The ORR performance was further improved by an additional
MW annealing step at reduced power (Pt3Co/C) that resulted in a catalyst
showing signs of Pt surface enrichment, commonly observed after
annealing of Pt alloys including Pt-Co99, 171. Figure 6.10 show TEM
images of two typical regions found in the Pt3Co/C sample including a
“good” (a) and a “bad” (b) region. The majority was however similar to
the region in figure 6.10 a, supported by average NP size of 3.4 nm
derived from XRD measurements.
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Figure 6.10. TEM images showing two representative typical regions of
Pt3Co/C including an area with well-distributed smaller particles (a) and a
cluster of larger NPs (b). The majority regions were similar to the ones shown
in (a). Both Pt3Co/C* and Pt3Co/C had no notable differences in NP
morphology (i.e. before and after MW annealing).

Full ORR performance evaluation, before and after accelerated
degradation by 6000 ORR cycles, is shown in table 6.1. It must first be
noted however that all our samples prepared by inter-mixed NH4NO3
showed a particularly high sensitivity to large nafion loadings, and a
lower fraction of nafion in the ink formulation for GC electrode
fabrication was necessary in order to avoid sacrificing too much activity
and ECSA. This inconvenience renders the electrochemical results not
directly comparable to our previous measurements, as nafion
concentration can have a significant impact on the performance172-173.
The measured mass activity after annealing was improved and distinctly
surpassed the reference (212 vs. 352 A/gPt respectively). Pt3Co/C further
demonstrated adequate stability after accelerated degradation with similar
loss in MA as Pt/C. Interestingly, while a loss in SA was observed for PtCo samples, the SA of Pt/C remained almost unchanged, suggesting that
dealloying is a cause of deactivation. In summary, the observed
electrochemical behavior of Pt3Co/C* and Pt3Co/C strengthen the
assumption that the enhanced activity can be attributed to incorporated
Co.
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Table 6.1. Physical and electrochemical evaluation of the commercial Pt/C,
Pt3Co/C* and Pt3Co/C. Measured electrochemical figures post-deactivation are
also presented (6000 ORR cycles between 0.6 & 1.0 V vs. RHE).

Metal loading [wt. %]
Pt:Co atomic ratio (XPS)
NP size (XRD) [nm]
‐

e transfer number (n)
2

ECSA (HUPD) [m g

‐1

Pt]

ECSA (CO‐stripping) [m2 g‐1Pt]
MA [A g

‐1

Pt]
‐2

SA [μA cm

Pt]

Pt/C †
/(post degr.)

Pt3Co/C*
/(post degr.)

Pt3Co/C
/(post degr.)

20.0

22.5

23.0

‐

3.0:1.0

4.2:1.0

1.8

3.2

3.4

3.8/3.8

3.6/3.6

3.7/3.7

79.6/75.0

37.3/38.1

36.6/35.5

84.2/70.0

55.7/56.2

50.0/50.5

212/174

257/208

352/275

252/250

461/374

704/544

6.2.4. Toward structurally ordered L10-FePt
The FePt NPs synthesized in subsection 6.2.1 were of a disordered fcc
phase with no preferential positioning of the Fe atoms within the Pt unit
cells. FePt with a 1:1 atomic ratio can however also exist in an ordered
phase where there is an alternating periodic layered structure between
respective elements, causing a tetragonal lattice distortion (fct phase).
This phase is prepared at higher temperatures, typically approaching 600
o
C, and most often display improved ORR kinetics and resilience toward
dealloying174-176. By revisiting this material once more, but equipped with
the high temperature MW synthesis method presented in subsection
6.2.3, we could prepare catalysts with the presence of such phases.
Compositions of FePt(X:Y)/C*, where X,Y is any combination of
X and/or Y = 1 with X or Y = 1,2 & 3, were prepared by a single step
MW treatment. Furthermore, the X=Y=1 composition was annealed in
the same fashion as the previous subsection (FePt(1:1)/C). The XRD
patterns of these samples are shown in figure 6.11 (a) with corresponding
calculated average crystallite sizes and the position of the (220) reflection
illustrated in (b). In addition to the Pt fcc reflections, there are signs of
emerging peaks that become more prominent after MW annealing,
including (001), (110), (201), (112) as well as peak splitting at
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(200)/(202) and (220)/(202). These peaks originate from the breakage of
symmetry in the cubic lattice and confirm the transformation into ordered
tetragonal L10 superlattices177-180. Prior to annealing, we see that the Fe
content also has an influence of both the interplanar distances as well as
average size, firmly supporting successful incorporation of Fe. It is
particularly noteworthy that, similar to the solvothermal method
(subsection 6.2.1), we seem to be able to tune the average sizes by
varying the Fe:Pt ratio. Although this phenomenon is explained by the
controlled seed-mediated growth mechanism in solution, it is not clear
whether the same mechanism holds for dry-phase MW synthesis.

Figure 6.11. XRD patterns of the five FePt(X:Y)/C* compositions as well
as X=Y=1 after MW annealing (FePt(1:1)/C) (a) with calculated
average NP sizes and Pt(220) positions (b). The 1:1 composition was
also annealed in a traditional fashion up to 700 oC as shown in (c)-(d),
where NP size vs structural ordering is compared.
As we saw previously, NP size growth after annealing FePt in
reductive atmosphere were lower, and NP migration and coalescence will
probably dominate154. Still, in the current case, we only observed a size
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increment from ~2.4 nm to ~3.0 nm, which is significantly lower than
what was detected in the solvothermal method and many other examples
of carbon supported FePt found in literarure181-183. FePt(1:1)/C* was also
annealed in a traditional fashion at 500, 600 & 700 oC to investigate the
NP growth, as shown in figure 6.11 c-d, where the degree of ordering
estimated by the (111)/(110) intensity ratio imply that FePt(1:1)/C was
treated in an average temperature between 500-600 oC. Interestingly,
even after annealing at 700 oC, the size did not exceed 3 nm,
demonstrating a remarkable resilience toward NP growth, in particular
considering the small size of the NPs. The localized heating and the high
temperatures rapidly reached in the initial MW treatment is a likely
contributing factor to such resilience that prevents migration and
coalescence by unusually firm NP anchorage.
The presence of L10 FePt NPs was confirmed by HAADF-STEM
imaging, summarized in figure 6.12 a-b. As shown in the high resolution
image, particles with the typically layered superlattice structure were
found, indicated by the alternating contrast in the atomic columns. It was
also evident that the sample had decoration similar to Pt3Co/C as in
figure 6.10, but with slightly better homogeneously dispersed NPs.
However, it was confirmed by EDS screening of regions with small NPs
(~2-4 nm), such as in figure 6.12 a, had an atomic composition near 1:1
while larger NPs (~5-7 nm) possessed an atomic ratio closer to 1:2,
confirming our XRD observations.

Figure 6.12. HAADF-STEM image of the FePt(1:1)/C sample (a) as well as a
fct NP captured in high resolution mode (b).
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Within the composition range, a maximum SA and MA was
found for the FePt(1:2)/C* and FePt(1:1)/C* samples respectively (figure
6.13). After annealing the latter, the activities were increased further,
vastly surpassing Pt/C. The value of the MA is particularly impressive
(~570 A/gPt) and even the ECSA exceed that of the 1.8 nm commercial
Pt/C. Experiments performed where the MW annealing power was
increased (resulting in ~3 nm NPs), and consequently improved ordering,
had an even higher initial MA (~650 A/gPt), but was unfortunately not
stable enough to be considered as a useful fuel cell catalyst. In any case,
this shows that there is a clear correlation between ORR performance and
the fct structure.

Figure 6.13. ORR evaluation by LSV in O2 saturated HClO4 at 1600 rpm (a)
and a summary of calculated ECSA (CO-stripping), SA and MA (b) for all FePt
samples prepared by the MW protocol.

6.2.5. Remarks on Pt-M synthesis procedures
By solvothermal methods, often well-defined NPs can be grown and
careful tuning of the reaction conditions is possible. In our experiments,
this advantage was also noted, as diverse NP characteristics were
procured from something as simple as variations in precursor
compositions. Although the same degree of control of reaction
environment is problematic in the dry-phase MW methods, we detected a
number of advantages. In addition to the features that come with MW
syntheses already discussed in subsection 4.2.2, we have shown that it is
possible to rapidly prepare catalysts with a fine distribution of small NPs
on the carbon support. The high temperatures reached allow for
interesting structures to form and, due to sintering effects, the NPs tend
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to anchor firmly to the carbon. We have also tested alternative supports
such as N-doped rGO which resulted in regions with remarkably
homogeneous distributions (see figure 6.14) but, unfortunately, also
regions where large clusters of NPs typically attached to smaller and
abnormal flakes present within the synthesized support, which resulted in
poor MA in the bulk sample. This observation however shows that the
method is highly versatile and may preferentially be used on supports
that consist of a homogeneous and well-defined microstructure. Since we
have developed upon the MW method to allow the use of essentially any
organometallic precursors, the versatility is further reinforced. Hence,
more research is warranted such as fine-tuning composition and support
type for binary, and perhaps even ternary, Pt-alloy catalysts.

Figure 6.14. Low resolution TEM images of FePt decorated on N-doped rGO
prepared via MW synthesis showcasing a “poor” region (a) and a region with
well-dispersed tiny NPs (b).

6.3.

Fluorinated & sulfonated graphene oxide PEMs

We have now investigated new materials for nearly all MEA
components. The membrane however remains and has a large number of
challenging requirements, some of which chemically modified GO may
address. Based on the concepts outlined in subsection 4.3 and evaluated
in detail in paper VII184, we fabricated PEMs based exclusively on GO.
Three references including hummers (HGO), Tours (TGO) and Tours
GO with pre-oxidized graphite (TGO*) were prepared. To produce
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fluorinated GO (F-TGO), the same procedure as TGO* was used but
with an added fluorine precursor. Further functionalization by the
attachment of sulfonic acid could then be performed (SF-TGO).
Approximately 0.5 at.% of fluorine and sulfonic acid surface species
each were detected by XPS. It was abundantly clear that the fluorine had
a significant impact on membrane characteristics including improved
hydrolytic stability and better mechanical robustness.
One beneficial property of lamellar GO membranes is their ability
to prevent hydrogen crossover even when being very thin185, but typically
this ability is lost at higher humidity in conjunction with significant loss
in mechanical stability. Similar to nafion, the proton conductivity
mechanism is here also water-mediated, although GO can maintain
proton conductivity better in lower humidity than nafion owing to greater
water retention186. Moreover, since even MEAs with freestanding GO
membranes contain nafion within the CL, some compromise in humidity
is still needed. In figure 6.15 a, in situ H2 crossover measurements at 75
% RH is presented at 30 oC by LSVs recorded under N2 saturated
cathodes and a constant H2 flow at the anode. The plateau formed at
potentials above the HER onset represents a current caused by H2
oxidation at the cathode and therefore constitute the H2 permeation rates
where the linear slopes suggest that there exists an internal short. Figure
6.15 b shows the current densities near the HER onset for temperatures
up to 70 oC, demonstrating a trend of TGO* > TGO≈HGO > FTGO≈N211 > SF-TGO. Near 70 oC, HGO started to have stability issues,
in line with earlier reports187.

Figure 6.15. MEA H2 crossover measurements of respective prepared freestanding membranes (7-9 μm) and N211 (25 μm) by LSV with an N2 saturated
cathode measured at 30 oC and 75 % RH (a). Crossover current density at 0.2 V
for temperatures up to 70 oC with fixed RH.
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The free-standing configuration in figure 6.15 could not be used
for H2/O2 operation due to breakage and pinhole formation at random
stages in the recording of polarization curves. To minimize the
contribution from such effects, the membranes were therefore backed
with a commercial N211 membrane. Polarization curves were then
recorded after different constant-potential operational lengths according
figure 6.16 a, to get a full view of the behavior of respective membrane.
In summary, we see that all membranes except for TGO decreased in
performance after a total of 16 h at 0.5 V operation, where SF-TGO was
the better performer among the remaining membranes.

Figure 6.16. Multiple polarization curves for a GO|N211 configuration at 40
o
C and 75 % RH in H2/O2 conditions recorded at different deactivation stages
shown in (a). The recorded curves included are the initial as soon as stable
OCP was achieved (b), after 1 h at 0.6 V (c), after an additional 8 h at 0.5 V (d)
and after a final deactivation with + 8 h (e).Performance of a single nafion type
N211 is shown in (f) as reference.

Due to our GO|N211 configuration, we cannot exclude the
possibility that a disintegration of the GO membrane might contribute to
an improvement in performance. Indeed, the TGO was the only
membrane that displayed structural degradation and could not preserve
the lamellar framework post-operation, as evidenced by the SEM images
in figure 6.17. Judging by the preserved structure in F-TGO, it is
reasonable to assume that fluorination can assist in preserving the
structure. The discrepancy between the deactivation behavior of F-TGO
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and SF-TGO further suggests that sulfonation is necessary to maintain
proton conductivity and prevent degradation of a chemical nature.
Overall, if a free-standing equivalent experiment was successfully
performed, SF-TGO would most likely be the best performer.

Figure 6.17. Typical cross-section SEM images showing the TGO and F-TGO
membranes before and after use (deactivation) in a PEMFC (Scale bar: 2 μm).
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The importance of the influence PEM|CL|GDL interfaces on the three
phase boundary should not be underestimated. First, we have
conceptually demonstrated that not only can the intrinsic properties and
morphology of HCNFs be advantageous in PEMFCs, but if placed in a
hierarchical configuration, better catalyst utilization is possible. To make
use of this in realistic hydrogen PEMFC conditions, the main obstacles
that remain to address include (i) coupling with a better catalyst, (ii)
tuning the hydrophobic properties and (iii) increasing both support and
catalyst loading. It is not unreasonable to speculate that the latter issue
can be partially solved by choosing a more appropriate GDL substrate for
HCNF growth, or perhaps even extending the 3D structure by CNFs of
multiple diameters188.
Binary transition metal incorporated Pt catalysts were synthesized
and evaluated both structurally and electrochemically. Pt3YOy/C,
Pt3Co/C and two types of FePt(1:1)/C structures all showed improved
ORR activity directly attributed to the incorporated secondary transition
metal, where the best performer turned out to be a structurally ordered
and well-dispersed L10-FePt catalyst derived from the MW method. We
should also note that in early experiments, we managed to achieve even
higher performance by post-treatment with acid-leaching, which has
previously been shown to benefit Pt-alloys16, 189-190. Unfortunately, these
results were highly problematic to reproduce and the causes for the
sensitive acid-leaching step remain to be explored. Another challenge is
to find the cause of the instability of FePt(1:1)/C treated at higher MW
power, which could aid in further optimization. Our characterizations
thus revealed that further optimization is possible in several aspects,
which is mandatory to be fully applicable in PEMFCs. Nevertheless, the
simple and rapid “green” production of such catalysts unveils more
possibilities and could potentially boost progress in heterogeneous
catalysis. We have additionally shown, by tuning average sizes by the use
of a MW reactor, that control of NP physical characteristics may not be
restricted to complex methods such as multi-step solvothermal routes.
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Implementing the impressive measured MA to real MEAs of our
catalysts could approach, and even surpass, the DOE 2020 target (440
A/gPt). These highly well-specified conditions will require specialized
equipment and experience. However, in our single-cell tests we faced
certain difficulties that we wish to highlight, which we hope will
contribute to future solutions. For example, our catalysts that were
prepared with NH4NO3 displayed a nafion sensitivity, which manifested
as an issue in PEMFC tests where nafion is the sole electrolyte and
typically require a high concentration of ionomer in the CL. Even though
NH4NO3 leaves no traces, it is possible that the carbon black surface was
modified in the exothermic decomposition in such a way that makes it
less compatible with nafion, such as surface graphitization172. It is an
intriguing thought that this problem could potentially be remedied with
simultaneous acid leaching and surface functionalization post-processing,
thus serving two beneficial purposes.
PEMs based on GO membranes can block H2 better than nafion in
certain conditions, as confirmed by our results. However, without many
of the other material requirements for PEMs, there are not many
attractive reasons to consider replacing nafion. At best, it could be used
in combination with commercial membranes in order to reduce the
thickness and thereby decrease the total proton resistance, provided that
the parasitic proton resistance of the GO-layer is low enough. By means
of chemical modification of fluorine and sulfonic acid, we have
demonstrated that it could benefit both H2 crossover rate and attributes
that determine stability in real PEMFC operating conditions. Of course,
these are initial indications of the roles of such functionalities and more
research and optimization work regarding parameters such as F and SO3concentrations and oxidation method is needed. Finally, it is evident that
our innovative conceptual studies together have shown that every
component within the MEA can be improved upon.
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Paper I: Direct support mixture painting, using Pd(0) organo-metallic
compounds - an easy and environmentally sound approach to combine
decoration and electrode preparation for fuel cells
F. Nitze, R. Sandström, H.R Barzegar, G. Hu, M. Mazurkiewicz, A.
Małolepszy, L. Stobinski, T. Wågberg; J. Mater. Chem. A, 2014, 2, 2097320979. Reprinted with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry.
Contributions: Modification to the MEA fabrication experimental method,
supplementary TEM image, fuel cell tests and contributed to modify to
manuscript.
Here, we present an innovative, fast, and simple route to simultaneously
synthesize Pd decorated carbon support in conjunction to electrode preparation
for PEM fuel cells. A Pd(0) organometallic complex is first dissolved in a
volatile solvent together with a carbon dispersion followed by direct painting
onto the GDL. After a simple annealing step, it was ready to be coated with
nafion and used as a fuel cell GDE. Anode DFAFC experiments showed a high
maximum power output, no irreversible catalyst poisoning and suggested that
HCNFs was the preferred support owing to improved mass transfer properties.
The minimal effort of GDE preparation renders the method “green” and
industrially benign.
Paper II: Fabrication of microporous layer – free hierarchical gas diffusion
electrode as a low Pt-loading PEMFC cathode by direct growth of helical
carbon nanofibers
R. Sandstrom, J. Ekspong, A. Annamalai, T. Sharifi, A. Klechikov, T.
Wågberg; RSC adv., 2018, 8, 41566-41574. Reprinted with permission from
Royal Society of Chemistry.
Contributions: Developed the synthesis route, designed and performed fuel cell
and electrochemistry experiments as well as executing the majority of the
physical characterizations. Performed data analysis and preparation of the
manuscript.
Within this study, we propose a concept to improve the electrical contact
between the GDL and CL by the direct growth of HCNFs. The resulting
morphology is of a “hierarchical” type and therefore the wire-like shape of
HCNFs is further exploited in a unique fashion. Not only does the method itself
suit for large-scale production owing to the use of a spray-technique, but the
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resulting GDE has firmly attached HCNFs to the CP compatible with harsh
post-treatments such as Pt decoration and MEA fabrication. H2/O2 PEMFC
performance did indeed show improved diffusion properties and better catalyst
utilization than a CP decorated in a traditional manner, attributed to the
hierarchical wire-like structure.
Paper III: Compositional Evaluation of Coreduced
Acetylacetonates as PEM Fuel Cell Cathode Catalyst

Fe−Pt

Metal

R. Sandström, G. Hu, T. Wågberg; ACS Appl. Energy Mater.
2018, 1, 12, 7106-7115. Reprinted with permission from American Chemical
Society.
Contributions: Performed synthesis as well as all electrochemical and fuel cell
evaluation and some physical characterization. Performed data analysis and
preparation of the manuscript.
Fe incorporated Pt nanoparticles were prepared with diverse Fe:Pt
compositions. The structures and structural stabilities were characterized by
TEM/HRTEM and in situ XRD at elevated temperatures. Moreover, full ORR
performance tests were conducted in both ex situ RDE experiments and as
cathodes in both H2/O2 PEMFCs and DFAFC conditions, where also MEA
fabrication techniques were discussed. In summary, the 1:1 ratio of Fe:Pt was
the best performer and surpassed the commercial Pt/C catalyst despite having
several nm larger NP sizes. However, several compromises and morphology
changes including decreased NP size, lowered structural stability and lowered
CO-tolerance comes with increased Fe content, which has to be considered for
such FePt catalysts.
Paper IV: Yttria stabilized and surface activated platinum (PtxYOy)
nanoparticles through rapid microwave assisted synthesis for oxygen reduction
reaction
R. Sandström, E. Gracia-Espino, G. Hu, A. Shchukarev, J. Ma, T. Wågberg;
Nano Energy, 2018, 46, 141-149. Reprinted with permission from Elsevier.
Contributions: Designed and optimized the synthesis route. Performed all
experiments with the exception of XPS, EXAFS and HAADF-STEM imaging.
Performed data analysis and preparation of the majority of the manuscript,
apart from the ab initio dft calculations subsection.
Rapid (~2.5 min) synthesis of platinum-yttrium (PtxYOy) NPs was achieved by
the aid of microwaves. Yttrium, having a high oxygen affinity and is generally
considered a challenge to embed into Pt, was evidenced to be incorporated into
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the NPs by EXAFS and HAADF-STEM measurements. Specific activities
determined from ORR measurements showed a high sensitivity to Yconcentration and an optimum performance was found for an atomic ratio of 3:1
(Pt:Y). As a nearly exclusive non-metallic chemical state of Y was found by
XPS, an appropriate model was proposed where Y-atoms was allowed to
migrate through the Pt lattice toward the surface, followed by passivation with
O-atoms. Several such structural configurations were found to yield highly
active spots at the remaining Pt-surfaces toward ORR, where some even surpass
the Pt3Y metallic alloy.
Paper V: Oxidatively Induced Exposure of Active Surface Area during
Microwave Assisted Formation of Pt3Co Nanoparticles for Oxygen Reduction
Reaction;
R. Sandström, J. Ekspong, E. Gracia-Espino, T. Wågberg; Submitted.
Contributions: Designed the synthesis route, performed all experiments (except
XPS), performed data analysis and prepared the manuscript.
Coreduction involving organometallic precursors such as metal acetylacetonates
often results in a carbonaceous coating preventing reactants to reach the
underlying active sites. This was particularly evident for MW based syntheses
in dry-phase. Herein, we address this issue by the addition of an oxidative agent
(NH4NO3) for controlled removal of the carbon-based ligands in the early stages
of NP formation, allowing us to prepare active Pt3Co NPs by a highly scalable
dry-phase MW method. The Co incorporation is both confirmed by physical and
electrochemical characterization methods, and performance could even be
improved by a secondary MW annealing step in reductive atmosphere.
Paper VI: Microwave-Induced Structural Ordering of
Nanostructured L10-FePt Catalysts for Oxygen Reduction Reaction

Resilient

R. Sandström, E. Gracia-Espino, A. Annamalai, P. O.Å. Persson, I. Persson, J.
Ekspong, H.R. Barzegar, Thomas Wågberg; Submitted as a communication.
Contributions: Designed and optimized the synthesis route. Contributed to all
content with the exception of XPS, HAADF-STEM imaging and supplementary
ab initio dft calculations. Performed data analysis and prepared the majority of
the manuscript.
Aided by microwaves, we here prepare structurally ordered fct L10-FePt NPs
firmly attached to the carbon support (Vulcan XC 72R). This firm attachment
allowed further MW treatment in reductive atmosphere to enhance the degree of
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ordering with minimal compromise on NP size increment. Both XRD and
HAADF-STEM experiments were employed to observe the L10 phase and,
interestingly, it was also found that the average NP size can be tuned by Fecontent, similar to solvothermal methods. The resulting catalyst had a high
active Pt-specific surface area and a mass and specific activity that vastly
surpassed that of pure Pt. Moreover, ORR performance could be correlated
directly to the ordered phase, as was in line with ab initio dft calculations of
representative models.
Paper VII: Evaluation of Fluorine and Sulfonic Acid Co-functionalized
Graphene Oxide Membranes in Hydrogen Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel
Cell Conditions
R. Sandström, A. Annamalai, N. Boulanger, J. Ekspong, A. Talyzin, I.
Mühlbacher, T. Wågberg; RSC Sustainable Energy & Fuels (accepted with
minor revision).
Contributions: Designed the synthesis route and performed (some with aid of
coauthors) all experiments except XPS and Zeta potential measurements.
Performed data analysis and preparation of the manuscript.
There are several motivations to explore alternative PEMs over the conventional
nafion in order to either replace or supplement the commercial membranes. In
this work, we fabricated membranes exclusively with graphene oxide via a
filtration method, resulting in structurally ordered lamellar membranes (or
papers) that can efficiently prevent hydrogen crossover to the cathode. In order
to pursue a two-dimensional PFSA equivalent membrane, we evaluated the role
of both fluorine (F) and sulfonic acid (SO3-) groups on the performance in real
H2/O2 fuel cell conditions. We found that in addition to the advantages of SO3(enhanced proton conductivity), F-groups promoted hydrolytic stability,
lowered H2 crossover and aided in the preservation of structural integrity after
prolonged PEMFC operation.
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